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Barge Hall sc_hedules renovations
By CLINT ROBBINS
Although it could be three or
four years before it begins, the
renovation proposed for Barge
Hall promises to attract controversy from those groups on campus -favoring updating of buildings
and those favoring historical preservation.
Dr. Clayton Denman, a member
of Central's anthropology department, said the prime .motivation of
the committee now involved in
discussing the proposals for renovation is .not historical preservation.

"The committee is stacked
against historical preservation,
and I am against the procedure of
the committee," said Denman, an
advisor to the committee.
Denman said, "The procedure
now seems to be placing the
emphasis on the exterior of the
building and the restoration of
certain limited parts of the interior.
They seem to be most
concerned with making the outside
appearance of the building different and making the interiot space ,
useful.
"There are certain people who

Explosion from barrel
kills man .a t home

1

Ellensburg police has announced
they have as of yet been un~ble to
determine the cause of an explosion that resulted in the death of
an Ellensburg man, Steve Leishman, 24.
Police chief Larry Loveless said
the remains of a barrel, from
which the blast apparently came,
will be examined in a crime
technology laboratory in Spokane.
The laboratory will also conduct
tests · of residue on the barrel
fragments to determine what, if
any, explosive caused the death.
Police have so far refused to
comment on suggestions that the

blast was intentional.
Leishman died on route to the
hospital shortly after the blast
which occurred at 12:20 pm last
Thursday behind Leishman's home
at 708 Nanum.
Patrons at the nearby Thunderbird restaurant were startled by
the blast which scattered trash
over the neighborhood and killed
two dogs believed to belong to
Leishman.
Leishman, a Schaake's Packing
Co. employee, lived with another
man, Zane Hauser, who was not at
home when the explosion took
place.

would like to have the building
renovated to completely modern
form," he continued, "and they
don't want .any restoration of the
old architectural style at all."
Last fall when applications for
more space were made by campus
personnel, the members of the
committee were picked among
those that had expressed a desire
for more space.
"There are some people who
would love to be in Barge Hall but
they have no idea · of what is
happening with the proposals for
the renovation of the building,"
Denman explained.
Recently, Denman was notified
that Barge Hall has been placed on
the National Register of Historical
Sites. This makes Central eligible .
for matching state funds to be
used in the historical preservation
of Barge Hall.
"We will receive matching
grants of 50 percent for work that
might be needed in the wiring ·to
bring it up to code," he noted.
"But this matching grant would
not cover any modern improvements, such as an elevator or
modern light fixtures."
Denman said, however, Lhat
money would be scarce from the
state "because they don't have
that much money for this type of
thing."
According to Denman, when the

subject of renovating Barge l!all . prevent cracking, and it hasn't
came up, "they should have asked
cracked yet," rioted Denman.
around campus instead of deciding
"There have been a couple of
arbitrarily."
fires on the fourth floor so it would
Barge Hall was the first building be a good idea to put in a sprinkler
constructed on campus and it was system," said Denman, who condesigned by award-winning archi- tinued, "Price designed the roof in
tect E. C. Price. Construction a complicated mannL' so that the
began in 1893 and was completed fourth floor cou~d receive light.
the following year at a cost of
"There was a tower on the
about $50,000.
The proposed
renovation of Barge Hall is set to building which was removed but
begin sometime between 1979 and could be constructed again."
1981 and will cost between tw'.J
Denman suggested that the
and five million dollars.
'Anthropology Museum included in
the renovation proposals could be
"Or," said Denman, "the project
designed as part of a ·.community
may be cancelled if the legislature
center in Barge Hall. "This would
rejects it. be a place where students could ;
"Price designed the foundation
meet and , mingle with local
of the building in such a way as to people."

Financial aid policy
restricts employment
The Office of Student .Financial
Aid and the Student Employment
Office initiated a new student
employment policy fall quarter
1976. The policy restricts students
who are receiving full federal and
state financial aid from working on
~he central campus.
This was a federal law handed
down by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,
and affects all institutions in the
United States who are receiving
federal funds.

this policy in the most equitable
way possible, Central has a federal
law which stipulated "students
that receive financial aid and work
on our campus could be overawarded in aid."
The transition period is now
over and Central is enforcing the
federal law.
The Student Employment Office
again requests cooperation
in
the recruiting and hiring of student employees. Beginning winter
Quarter 1977, any student who
Central attempted to initiate a
h.as not been cl_earP-rl for employcontrol over student employment
ment through the office, will not
in such a way as to not hurt those
receive his/her payroll check until
individual students who had plan- clearance has been secured. It is
ned to work on our campus fall
therefore of upmost importance
quarter . Addit ionally, Central t hat each department's payroll
wanted to make a transition that aut horization form only includes
would not be disruptive to the those st udent s,cleared for employdepartments. Alt hough initiating . ment.

Trustee fills vacancy
•

ASPEN CUES indicate the cur-riliDear patterns of spells out. Ellen~bVg's first snowfall this week since
the latest weather. Central. student .Frances Thiel , winter quarter began.
[Photo by Mary Wallace]

Central has a new trustee to serve out the term vacated by Yakima
resident, Herbert Frank.
Jack R. Gustafson, 59, a Yakima surgeon, was appointed by
Governor Dan Evans to fill that vacancy, according to a notice·from
the governor's office last week.
Gustafson's appointment requires senate confirmation, as do other
Central trustees. However, Gustafson is expected to begin serving
immediately and wHJ serve at least until the senate acts.
· Gustafson is .an associate clinical professor at the University of
Washington medical school, and is in private practice in Yakima with
the Yakima Surgical Associates. He received his BA, MA, and MD .
degrees from the University of Michigan, where he also served as an
instructor from 1948 to 1950. He is married and has three sons and
two daughters.
The need for the replacement came from Frank's resignation
following passage of Referendum 36 requiring disclosure of personal
financial records. Frank's term would have expired Mar.ch 1, 1979.
He was one of the several trustees throughout the state showing their
opposition to the referendum by resigning.
Central could face a rather unique and awkward problem should
the senate decide not to confirm the appointment of Gustafson as well
as the other trustees. For one reason or another, most if not aJl·of
Central's trustees have not been confirmed by the senate.
Should the senate decide against the present trustees, Central
would find itself unable to conduct any of its regular business, and be
at somewhat of a standstill.
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Societ~ and mass movements

Economic prosperity prompts new goals
.By CLINT ROBBINS
A murder of a child in Yakima
allegedly sanctioned by God. The
recent growth in the popularity of
the American Nazis. The vast
numbers supporting the South
Korean spiritual leader Reverend
Moon. Born-again Christians and
other people who have "found it."
What is it that drives people to
search for power outside of their
own ability or to gather with
others who are sure they have the
answer?

Charles McGehee, chairperson
of the sociology department, said
there is common ground on which
most of the movements get their
start.
"Characteristic of our society is
that we are continually striving for
goals; becoming something we
aren't," he said, "The phenomenon
is that when things are going
pretty well for people, they stop
going to church and related things
like that.
But when prosperity drops and
things get tough, people lose

confidence. The goals seem empty outsi~1~ of his existence. Th; is hand in hand but they have
and people believe there is a void US1'1.lly a divine meaning.
differences, of course."
in their lives," McGehee said.
.i he other is revolution, disSome have suggested there is
He noted people have a ten- .:ussed at length by authors such brainwashing involved with the
dency to seek out some sort of · as Marx, Mao and Lenin," vast movement behind Reverend
independent idea when the pros- McGehee said. "These three and Moon. McGehee, however, said
perity levels off or drops. "Nega- others feel ..that, in-~he industrial- brainwashing is not mystical at all
and is used in our own society.
tive feelings come to people after ized societies, r _ 1olution is a
"Brainwashing is a term used by
they have reached their . goal or natural result of the workers'
lost some prosperity because of discontent with the status quo."
people who do not like what is
McGehee said, however, it is . happening to their own kind," he
the emptiness."
McGehee pointed out there are virtually impossible to discover said, "and the devil is also often
two usual responses to the empti- how certain people will respond to blamed for things people don't
ness. "Jne is for the person to the empty feeling; whether the agree with or cannot understand.
establish some sort of meaning person will turn to some divine
Parents say their children have
entity or revolt.
everything society has to offer and
"Many people feel the values wonder why their children join
placed on products in the indus- movements of this type. The kids
+rial society are only good for
join as a response to certain
corporate profits. And so, when conditions (usually middle class)
prosperity drops for most of the and the parents avoid the whole
people, they haven't anything but issue by placing the blame on the
The bill would also establish the
objects," he said.
devil or brainwashing."
financial aid committee and an
McGehee noted the born again
McGehee said people respond to
office of tuition adjustment within
phenomenon is not new as it concrete living conditions and, in
the CPE.
"tended to coincide with the order to understand movements of
One member of the task force
industrial revolution. People dis- this nature, one must understand
said none of the bills would
covered
simultaHeously with the the conditions. "Movements are
generate the revenue designated
industrial revolution, religion in ways out of some sets of misery
by Governor Dan Evans as needed
some instances and revolution in caused by the void created when
to fund higher education. But he
others," he said.
the goals are found to be meaningsaid H-244 (cost of instruction bill)'
"Revolution and religion go less," M5Gehee said.
would generate the most revenue.
Members expressed some skepticism at setting up the office of
tuition adjustment within the
CPE. The members said it seemed
a "super board of regents" was
being extablished.

Tuition hike may be near
Three bills which deal with the
increase in tuition will be forwarded to the House Higher
Education Committee by Citizen's
Task Force on Tuition.
The task force headed by Representative Peggy Maxie (Demo
Seattle) discussed the bills Friday,
declining to recommend any new
ones. Instead they passed along
individual concerns expressed by
the task force.
Draft legislation H-244 would
set tuition at 25 percent of the cost
of instruction. The rates would be
calculated by each biennium based
on data collected by the Council on
Post Secondary Education (CPE).
The bill would also establish a
permanant advisory committee on
student financial aid. Members of
the committee would be financial
aid officers and students from the
state college and universities and
community colleges establishedwithin the CPE.

Forty percent of tuition and fees
could be waived for students
enrolled in programs designated
by the CPE as "man power
shortage areas".
The average wage of Washington state workers would be the
basis of tuition under draft legislation H-245. For example, tuition
for the 1977-1979 biennium would
be determined by the average
wage of fiscal year 1976.
The last proposed tuition bill,
H-246, would set tuition at $193.10
per quarter for resident students
and $468.40 for non-resident students at the three state colleges,
Central, Eastern and Western
-· Washington.
The University of Washington
(U of W) resident students would
. pay $218.20 and non-resident students would pay $536.20. Resident
students at WSU would pay the
same as the U of W, while_
non-resident students would pay
$526.20.

LGA and· dorm
manager posts open

The Citizen's Task Force on
Tuition was established by Peggy
Maxie in order to find the most
equitable way to charge tuition.
The CPE completed a massive
study on tuition this past year and
came up with the cost of instruction standards for assessing tuition.

The requirements for each position are the same. In general,
each applicant must have a 2.0 ~
gpa, be of sophomore standing by
the time of employment and have
previous group living experience
(residence hall, camp, other). The 1
specific requirements are available
with the job applications. Payment for residence hall staff
positions is room and board during
the tjme of employment.
Each LGA applicant is required
to attend two interviews. The
interviews are two hours long and ~
his own or the paper's personal will be attended by about eight
·gain. He was a reporter right to LGA applicants. The prospective
the end of his working career, and LG As . will discuss among themeven today when a big local story selves questions and topics debreaks we know we'll get a call signed to reveal the qualities
from Cliff with all the good necessary for an LGA.
background material."
--futerviews for dorm manager
The pioneer editor-publisher is positions will be held in the
the fifth person to be inducted into Housing Office. Each applicant
the State Hall of Journalistic will be interviewe~ individually by
Achievement since it was started the Director of Housing, Jim
at WSU in 1972. Others honored
Hollister, and Terry Milne and
were W.W. Robertson of the
Dick Meier from Residence Living.
Yakima Herald-Republic in 1972;
Residence hall staff should be
Rufus Woods, Wenatchee World,
people who care about others as
1973; Russell McGrath, Seattle · well as the safety and maintenance
Times, 197 4; and Sol Lewis, Ly_
1:1- of the residence · halls. Those
den Tribune, 1975.
applying for staff positions should
Dan Wheat of Olympia, WSU possess or be willing to aquire 1
chapter president, said a picture advising skills so they will be able ·
and brief biography of Kaynor will to academically and personally
be hung in the reading room of advise residence hall students.
WSU's Edward R. Murrow CumThose interested should sign up
munications Center with the four soon, the deadline for all materials
previous 14 honored hall members. is Jan. 30, 1977.
Applications are now being accepted for positions on residence
hall staff. Living Group Advisor
(LGA) applications are available in
the Counseling and Student Development Center. Applications
for dorm manager should -be
picked up at the Housing Office.

Kaynor honored by WSU

Januarx_ Clearance
Jr. Coats-5-0% off
Jr. Dresses -40% off
Sportswear - 30-50% off
4

w
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Women's coats & dresses
30-50% <>ff
'

w

w

•

Knit scarves, hats mittens
40% off
1 group of sweaters & blouses
40 • 50% off
e

w

Long-time editor and publisher
of the Ellensburg Daily Record,
J.C. "Cliff' Kaynor has been
named to the State Hall of Journalistic Achievement by the
Washington State University
Chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists, according to
the WSU Daily Evergreen.
Kaynor, 89, resides in Ellensburg. He got his start when he
purchased the Ellensburg Evening
Localizer in 1909 along with the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer reporter
William Zimmerman. The two
then changed the name of the
paper to the Daily RecordKaynor bought out Zimmerman's share two years later and
continued as publisher, editor and
general manager of the newspaper
until his retirement in 1959.
John Ludtka, Record editor,
nominated Kaynor. He said, "Cliff
often put the community ahead of

...

One rack of dresses long &
short 50% off & more

$100 5° 0 tables

I
I
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6EST HAPPY HOURS IN TOWN

••k
.
~ ~.f,

DOLLAR PITCHERS

10:30 - 11 :30 p.m. 12: - 1 :30 p.m.
plus
1 1 - l p.m. afternoon h~ur
7 DAYS A WEEK
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Student commutes from Korea
"We did a lot of
Most students went home for students.
Christmas.
So did freshman sodalizing," May said. "Hardly
George May--but with a twist. any of us are at the same colleges
May's trip home was an 8,000 mile and it was good to see old friends.
flight to Korea.
I spent Christmas at home. We
May's last final was followed by
a hasty exit for Seattle, then on
to Hawai~ for a day, Tokyo, and
finaiiy Ki.mpo International Airport near Seoul, the capital of
Korea.
May was met at the
airport by his ·parents.
May's father is supervisor for 45
recreation centers provided for US
servicemen stationed in Korea.
"He likes it there,.. ' May ex"He has been with
plainea.
recreation services since 1964.
The first thing I did when I got
home was to crank up the stereo,"
he said. May had left it in Korea
when he came to Central this fall,
and he says "I really missed it."
May's home is two stories and
looks Korean from the outside, but
is Western on the inside. It is
provided by the US government
for its American employees and
their dependents living in Korea.
May said, ''In militarv. schools
you keep makin.g new friends. If
there are 98 kinds they go 98
directions." May corresponds with
friends living in many countries.
May wasn;t the only student Defending the. communist side of
who went home to Korea over the l)MZ are well-trained North
Christmas vacation. In fact 80 Korean soldiers, casual in
·students left US colleges for their appearance, but among the
American families living in Korea. toughest in the world. [photo by
A special party was held for these George May]

had a tree and lots of presents and
it was a good old-fashioned Christmas:" Turkey dinner followed on
Christmas day.
A highlight of Ma~'s trip to
Korea was a tour of the DMZ, a
barren two mile wide no-man's
land that spans the entire 138 m!le
Korean Peninsula. It separates
South Korea from communist
North Korea.
"In the states people think you
are an authority if you have been
to Korea. I guess they wanted us
to see what has happened so when
we got ba.::k to the States we
would know what we were talking
about," May observed.
The tour included a slide show
explaining what happened when
two US soldiers were axed to
death by North Korean guards at
Panmunjeom. "We saw all the
slides of the incident and we got a
briefing from the commanding
general in Korea," he said.
The students also saw a movie
explaining how the North Koreans
have been digging tunnels under
the DMZ.
One such tunnel
discovered recently is 180 feet
below ground, according to
May. "It goes through solid rock.
The North Koreans blasted the
tunnel with gun powder so they
wouldn't be heard." Dynamite
explosions would have been detected.
Today the tunnel is covered on
the North Korean side. The South
Koreans have put a big metal door
on the North Korean side of the
tunnel, just before the caved-in
northern entrance.
"The South Koreans station one
man at the end of the tunnel. It's a
mile or more walk to the door,"
May explained. "That's got to be
the loneliest job on the DMZ."
The US personnel at the DMZ
are the pick of the crop," May
noted. "They are at least six feet
tall and weigh 185 pounds or more.
They've got some of the biggest
MP's I've ever seen. And the
Korean soldiers are all black belts
in either Judo or Tea Kwon Do."
May spent some of his time
shopping and visiting some of
Korea's historical sights.
He
enjoys mingling with the Korean
people and walking around the
streets of Seoul. He observed
after his three months here that
"there is a lot more construction
going on.'' Korea is still growing.
Last quarter I tried to keep
busy with school so I wouldn't miss
Korea so much. Kids who get
homesick might as well pack their .
bags," May said. After spring
quarter he plans to go back to his
lifeguard job at a military swimming pool.
· "Right now I'm just getting
settled into college life," he concluded.

,: IJP '•

The majority of the Koreans own their own business, and often spend
.their entire lives at the same job. [photo by George May]

od
Palaces built years ago are peaceful, and well-enjoyed by everyone.
[photo by George May]

Northwest
Waterbed~
THE COMPLETE" WATERBED . STORE

FRAMES ... FROM $ 42 95
MAKE YOUR OWN FRAME?
WE HAVE THE REST!

5 pc. outfit
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WITH HEATER .....~···$ 1 1 2
105 S.WENATCHEE AVE.663-6815
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JANUARY YARN SALE
large group of assorted
needlepoint & crewel kits
50% off regular price

*

*
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SPECIAL YARN VALUE

choose from a wide selection
of colors & wei"ghts now on sale
20%-50% off

forward to serving

you
.,,' ..
.,,,. ..
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·..

*

\

/,..

~11/DIJ ~Ill#
Restaurant Dial

962-9977
GALAXY ROOM -

962.-990&

._.-_;

4 Blocks
W. of College
U.S. Hwy. 10

---/.

at

Jct. of U.S.

Hwy. 97
Ellensburg

*

*

SALE END.S JANUARY 15

Donna's

Yarn Shop
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Pout Fridlund

Dave Payson

visits the party
All too often administrat ors are
like ostriches burying their heads
in the sand--hoping their problems
· will disappear. They defend their
positions wit hout considering the
problem's source. Yet , on rare
occasions, th••re is an administrator who does listen.
In the past, Central's honor
. students have bee ·. ignored at
;: graduation. There has been no
recognition for students with
honors at commencement exercises and no mention of school
honors appears on their diplomas.
This has all been changed.
Why? Because three students
recommended changes to Lou
Bovos, registar.
In June, Bovos received a letter
from a spring graduate asking why
his diploma didn't have his school
honors printed on it. For the
Registars Office this would involve
a change in ordering procedures
and the evaluation of student
records. But the changes were
made.
Diplomas will now be
ordered at the end of the quarter
instead of weeks before. Bovos
could easily have ignored the
letter since this was the first time
this issue had been raised. But he
didn't.

At commencement exercises
With the announcement that
there was no distirwt ion for honor s for mer President Nixon has been
graduates.
Two students ap- invited t o Jimmy Carter's Presiproached Bovos about this, and he dent ial inauguration, the stage has
changed the svstem. Those l?Tadu- been set for t he following scenario:
at.inl!' Summa Cum Laude will
The only man who ever resigned
we_!lr gold tassels, Mag-na Cum the office of the president of the
Laude will have silver and Cum US arrives at the inauguration
Laude will wear red tassels. celebration in a limousine that
The tassels will cost about $1.50 looks suspiciously government iseach, and Bovos has made arrange- sue (like something he had
ments for the Registars Office to "Forgotten" to turn back in).
bear -the cost instead of passing
Driving the limousine is a surthe added expense on to the prisingly aged Ron Ziegler. The
student.
past year and a half have apparIn the past, three medallions ently been hard on the former
have been awarded to spring press secretary. for he no longer
quarter graduates with the high- has the boyish good looks of an
est g.p.a. None were awarded to overgrown Cub Scout but is algraduates in other quarters. ready graying around his chubby
Bovos pushed to change this so temples.
that one medallion is awarded each
Ziegler recklessly curbs the car
quarter. Last year a girl had against a fire hydrant and rushes
waited two quarters before filing around the car to open the
for graduation so she would be passenger side door for his boss.
eligible for this honor. Enroute to do this he is intenIt is a shame more Central tionally tripped by a member of
administrators aren't this con- the press corps, which by now has
cerned and open to change. All to arrived at the scene en masse.
often they appear to preserve the
Ziegler stumbles but gains ·his
status quo by burying their heads feet. The man who almost felled
like ostriches. For students deal· Ziegler is an embittered Dari
ing with them, it is a frustrating Rather. Rather. after attempting
exp~rience.
the trip, slinks back into the crowd

of newsmen and remembers fondly
when he was the ace White House
Correspondent, when he was
somebody.
For him this reunion with Nixon
at the White House is a t r ipcord of
foul memories of past confrontations with President Nixon and he
appears ready to fistfight the
former President, but his colleagues hold him back as Nixon,
aided by Ziegler, emerges from
the car.
Since this inauguration crowd is
composed predominantly of Democrats, Nixon is greeted by a loud
chorus of boos and catcalls as he
steps away from the car. Undaunted, the · former President
shows his metal by striking his
familiar "V for victory" outstretched arm pose.
At this symbol the vocal dissapprov al grows overwhelmmgty
loud. Somewhere ·in the crowd,
though, a forgotten Republican
cheers mightily at the sight of
Nixon, but he is quickly thudded to
the pavement by a host of irate
Democrats.
The man is Gerald Ford, lameduck President of the US. He will
not rise from the pavement right
a way, but he will get up in time to

Stu McMullin

The

Good luck Central!

CRIER
has openings for:

*reporters
*editorial writer

* production
worker

'

Recent novels stress people who
are going to survive in our future
societies are those people who
retain the ability to readjust to
new and rapidly changing environments.
But in order to obtain the tools
necessary to change, these people
are going to have to be educated to
denote environmental differences
and this job is going to be left to
schools like Central.
But Central has me worried, for
how can an institution teach
students to survive in the real
wor\d when they are experiencing
survival problems themselves.
Central, like many schools, has
experienced a drop in enrollment
and a tighter budget.
Central however, unlike many
other schools, is full of professors
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and administrators who are unable
to adjust to these problems and
facilitate- change by believing we
should go back to the teaching
techniques used in the early
sixties. They believe the students
would be receptive · to these
methods over the present ones,
with the result being a higher
enrollment at Central.
However, the real key to Central's surviving is the elimination
of many of the present policy
makers and professors who think
they know so much they can speak
the student's view without having
talked with and students and
replacing these people with individuals who can listen and see the
"now" problems students face.
For it will only be when Central
realizes what the real student's
problems are and to begin dealing
with them will they be able to
attract the desperately needed
students. If the present trend
continues Central may loose face
by 1980.
Good luck Central!

There's
no natui·al
Protection

-~.:!\.-:-~

The newspaper o f C e ntral Washington State

College published wee kl y du ring the acad emic year
e1<cept durmQ regis lrofion. vocation and the final

material presented does nol imply endo rsement.
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Birth defects
are forever.
Unless you help.
March of. Dimes
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his Presidenbe relieved from
tial dut ies. For him it has been
that kind of a term.
Meanwhile, Nixon, dressed in an
ill-fitted conservative gray business suit that has a wide assortment of past campaign buttons
pinned over its lapels, ha.s unwittingly become involved in a shouting match with a number of the
reporters surrounding him.
He is screaming at them, and
they are screaming at him. It is
the old rivalry renewed--but this
time with an intensity unparalled
in years past.
Blaming the
newsmen for everything from the
death of Checkers to the "whitewash" of Watergate, he wags his
finger accusingly at them and
shouts, "Wait until the real story-my story--comes out!"
He then begins to chant, "You
won't have Nixon to kick around
anymore!" This declaration silences the reporters. Puzzled, they
stand scratching their heads and
thumbing through their notepads,
try to remember where they have
heard that exclamation before.
While this action is taking place.
Dan Rather, pushed from behind
by an amused and unruffled-appearing Walter Cronkite, crowds
his way back up to the front of the
newsmen until he is · standing
directly in front of the former
President.
For Iong moments . tfie twoadversaries face each other, saying nothing, fire in each other's
eye. Anticipating a good fight, the
crowd hushes. Then Rather, like
an oldtime boxer, begins circling
Nixon, parrying. To the wide
amusement of the crowd, Nixon
suddenly develops a limp in his leg
stricken with phlebitis. The crowd
is laughing because he has chosen
the wrong leg on which to limp.
Before a punch can be landed,
however, Jimmy Carter appears,
dressed extremely casual for his
inauguration in a polo shirt and
cut-offs. Immediately sizing up
the situation, he sends his men to
intercede in the potential fistcuffs
and soon the two men . are safely
separated.
While the · former President
stands unmoving, his upper lip
sweating profusely, Carter approaches him and very tactfully
asks him for his invitation to the
inauguration. When Nixon fails to
produce it (Ziegler. it turned out.
had forgotten it in Californi.~
Carter, smiling_ widely all the
while, asks him to leave. To a final
chorus of boos, Ziegler drives
Nixon off.
Later, after the inauguration,
news analysts agree the new
President handled his first crisis in
office well.
"His smile," one
observes, "has to be some kind of
n.ew secret weapon."
The television networks, too,
are happy with the inauguration
show. The Nielson ratings report
that 87 million people watched it,
the highest ratings since the Dec.
7 showing of "Charlie's Angels."
As for Nixon, well, he returned
to San Clemente (on two good
legs) and has not been seen or
heard from since. Dan Rather can
still be seen on "Sixty Minutes"
(and little else) and Gerald Ford,
no longer a lameduck, enjoys his
new role as the most daring (and
dangerous) "hot-dogger" to be
found on the Colorado ski slopes.
And still waiting for his second
crisis, President Carter just keeps
on smiling.
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the pride of positive achievement.
As the sixth year begins, the
members are able to point to their
shop with pride, showing each
visitor the classes that are conductecl on a daily basis.
Classes in parts identification;
two cycle engine; four cycle engine; welding; painting and others that are too · numerous to
mention. The classes that run for
twelve (12) weeks and are so rigid
the only way a member can get an
To the editor:
"A" is by proving that he knows
rriore than the instructor. The
This is my personal invitation classes that are just a stepping
for you to visit the Penitentiary stone to the final part of the
1
Motorcycle Association, which is a· original dream.
The rest of the dream is when
non-profit organization operating
under
tax
number the members of Washington.State
WA-PE ~A24409.
Penitentiary
Motorcycle
- l;d like to show you some of the A~sociation receives approval for
things we've been doing. I think Veteran benefits and when all of
you'll be interested to know our the instructors are certified by the
plans for improvement in many State of Washington. Don't be
are~s.
surprised if ·that day isn't closer
than people think. Your help can
I could go on at length about
speed the coming of that day.
our plans, however, I would rather
show you. The Shop is open, at all
times, and I'm sincerely hoping
you will take advantage of this
invitation to further acquaint
yourself with our goals. I'm sure
you'll agree with some of our
Dear Editor:
plans . .
Visit at your convenience, I'll
My name is Melvin Royall. I am
ask your opinion on various ideas .
because you have a great deal to presently incarcerated at the US
offer and I welcome your thoughts. Prison on McNeal Island ·in the
State of Washington. I am 26
years old, black and born under
-Mike t\brams
the sign of Aquarius. In addition, I
PRESIDENT
am 5' 10 1/2" tall, 180 lbs., niy eyes
W.S.P.M.A.
are brown, my hair is black. I hail
The following is an explanation of from Washington D.C.
the W.S.P.M.A. as stated by
I am writing this letter in hopes
Abrams.
that your paper will publish my
letter stating that I am a prisoner
The year was 1971, and the
who needs outside female correplace was the Washington State
spondence. I play all sorts of
Penitentiary at Walla Walla,
sports and have a beautiful horse
Washington. A -sinaff group of
back in Washington, D.C. area.
residents had a dream.
I humbly implore your paper to
The dream they shared was
assist me in this desperate quest.
about motorcycles. They wanted
to build motorcycles from the
Sincerely,
ground up. They wanted to leave
the prison riding their own
Melvin Royal
machine, put together with their
00041-123
own hands.
Box No. 1000
The dream became a reality
when they formed the Washington ·Steilacoom, Washington
98388
State Penitentiary Motorcycle
Association.
The reality proved to be some of
the hardest work they had ever
seen. They couldn't have realized
how
much
publicity
the. Association would receive in
the years to come. Nor could they
know that . all of the publicity
would be adverse. Seldon - if - The following is a letter written to
ever - were the original members Mr. Bill Allison, Central's Business
able to read an article that Manager. The Crier was asked to
print it.
approved.
Still, the members refused to
Dear Mr. Allison:
quit.
Four Physical Plant employees
The fifth Anniversary of the
Association can be celebrated with recently summoned the courage to

Mean
machines
built by
inmates

Royall favor

contest disciplinary action taken
against them by their supervisors
and to confront them personally in
a meeting arranged by Staff
Personnel Director Wadell Snyder
and Physical Plant Director Paul
Bechtel.
At this meeting the
disciplinary actions immediately
took a back seat to more important
and deep rooted problems with the
w_orking conditions and employee/supervisor relationships in the
Physical Plant.
Apparently convinced of the
value of this meeting, Mr. Bechtel
scheduled and held a series of
similar meetings with the various
work crews in the Plant. Mr.
Bechtel began each meeting with
an explanation of the annual
evaluation procedure and the disciplinary letterwriting procedure
used in the Physical Plant. These
talks greatly clarified these procedures, illustrating their importance and benefits and reducing
their heretofore threatening aspects.

The other
side of
ethnic coin
fo the editor:
Week by week fall quarter the
Campus Crier published articles
which criticized the college for lack
of commitment to minority people
and their interests. May I answer
this charge so that your readers
have two sides of the story?

Students in our Ethnic Studies
program may complete majors or
minors in Asian American Studies,
Black Studies, Chicano Studies,
Ethnic Studies and Native American Studies. Seven part and full
time faculty serve the program
and two full time positions, Chicano and Black Studies, are being
filled. Professors in this program
will eventually join other academic
Mr. Bechtel's explanations alone departments where they will be
would have made the meetings eligible for rank and tenure,
worthwhile, but he followed them similar to the case in other colleges
with a period in which the employ- and universities.
ees were encouraged to air any
The Ethnic Studies Program
complaints or ideas they might was initiated in 1971. Twenty-six
have concerning their supervisors courses with Ethnic Studies preor their work. With their super- fixes are listed in the 1976-77
visors present, and with the Undergraduate Quarterly. This
reassuring presence of Dr. Snyder number is misleading, however,
and a union representative, a because additional courses may be
number of employees did risk being taught under special topics
airing significant criticism of their or workshop prefixes.
bosses.
But Ethnic Studies, desisrned for
all students and not just minoriI have been asked by the local to ties, has not been our only proexpress to you our respect for, and gram. In 1975, Central received
appreciation of Paul Bechtel both funds to conduct a Multi-ethnic/
for holding these meetings and for Multi-cultural Social Science Instithe manner in which they were tute for one year with several
conducted. While all who work in school districts in the Ya.kima
the Plant know that there is much Valley, the Columbia Basin, ?.nd
work yet to be done to build solid · · the Tri-Cities area. When the
trusting
employee/supervisor
funding period ended, tie proj.'3ct
work relationships, we believe
director felt that the project was
these meetings were a substantial
on the verge of having considerbeginning.
able impact on multi-ethnic/multicultural social science curriculum
development..
.
During the past two academic
Very truly yours,
years, Cent~al's Native Ameri~an
Warren Hand, President
Vocational Teacher Education
Local 330, WFSE

Plant
employees
protest

Training Program for Indians
having journeyman skills in the
trades provided training for 21
Indians. The program was conducted with partial funding from
both the Washington Commission
for Vocational Education and the
federal government. A number of
former participants in . this program have moved to responsible
positions such as a community
schools director, a higher education planner, a community college
Early Childhood Education employee, a manpower counselor, and
to a community college nurses
training program. Others are continuing in advanced de_gree programs.
An intensive and comprehensive
field study completed by Central
staff resulted in the development
of a model for a business management training program for Native
Americans. The model Is ·expected
to be implemented . ori the
Northern Cheyenne Indian reservation in the near future. ·
Central cooperated with the
states of Alaska, Montana, New
Mexico, and Arizona in an Indian
Vocational Education .planning
project conducted at Central. This
cooperative effort resulted in a
state of the art report on vocational education for Native Americans which is being expanded by
Oklahoma University to include
fifteen additional states.
For the past three summers,
Central Washington State College
has cooperated with the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and the Yakima
Indian Nation in sponsoring Indian
Orientation Week. About thirty
Indian high school graduat~s each
year spent one week on our
campus becoming familiar with
,
college life.
In addition to these programs,
Central Washington State College
has offered credit for courses in
lndian curriculum develpoment,
culture and heritage, and language
studies. Unfortunately, our highly
successful Center for Migrant and
Indian Education, which operated
in the lower Yakima Valley for
years, had to be closed when funds
were denied us to continue the
program.
tcontinued on page 16]
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Central unique in requiring teacher ed exam
While Centr~l hasn't adopted admitted to the professional eduthe US Marine Corps tough re- c~tion program.
Students who enter and com-·
cruiting pitch of "We didn't promise you a rose garden," its plete the program have an outeducation department has taken a standing opportunity fOr . quiCk
hard line on teacher trainee appli- placement in teaching posts, ac'·' cants.
cording to -Ronald Frye, direcThe Central education depart- tor of the Central Teacher Educament is the only teacher training tion Certification and Fifth Year
organization in the Northwest to program.
Despite a decline in the number
require students t9 take and pass a
comprehensive test before being of public school puplls and a
·f·

correspgnding drop in the number
of openings for teachers, graduates of the Ellensburg college are
obtaining jobs at an increasing
rate.
Seventy-six percent of last .
June's Central education department graduates have jobs with 64
percent of the total in specific
teaching posts, according to a
report of the college's Career
Planning and Placement Office.
· The percentage of education
graduates in . new teaching positions has increased steadily in the
past for years ttie Placement
Office Director, Dean Owens, said.
Credit for the placement success
is due to the college's education
department faculty, Frye claimed,
and results, in part, from the
teacher education testing policy.
The test, with specific sections
dealing with reading comprehension, English, basic mathmatics
and spelling has1been required at
Central for 20 years.
In addition to those four parts,
which must be passed, the test
includes handwriting and speech
and hearing components designed
to spot potential trouble areas for
public school teachers.

i-ng careers are more highly moti- other schools to enter teacher
vated and that the better prepared education programs," Frye said.
.students are being attracted to the "But those who do qualify here
receive topnotch instruction."
field.
The Central teacher education
.The percentage of students failing the .Central teacher education program not only depends heavily
test has declined not only because upon its entrance testing and
of the drop in overall numbers of instructional program but upon a
applicants but because of the variety of options designed to give
attraction of better students, he students early exposure to classbelieves,
room teaching.
Students failing any of the
Several of these options involve
major sections of the teacher student observation of public
training test may have oppor- school work or actual practice
tunity for remedial help and a teaching early in their college
second chance at the test.
. career to allow students to decide
"We know some students who if they are sincerely interested in
have failed - it have moved o'n to and capable of teaching.

Adm instrators study
policy code changes
By DA VE ADAMS

The Association of Administrators met last Friday to discuss
recent changes in the Code of
Personnel Policy and Procedure
The number of students taking
presented by President James
the test and beginning the teacher
education sequence at Central, as • Brooks and James Applegate,
axecutive assistant to the presiat many other colleges and univer.1ent.
sities, has declined during the past
ten years.
The two reports, one by Brooks
and the other by Applegate, dealt
','But the test has gotten tougher
w:th changes in such areas as
and the students going through
tf'rmination for medical reasons,
our program have been better,"
ri.;hts and privileges of adminisFrye said.
tJ ator's, nonrenewal of contract
Frye indicated that although
and procedure of dismissal of
teaching positions in general are
ad:ninistrators.
fewer in number, there still are
openings for many graduates of
According to Jim Hollister, an
specialized training. He feels that association member, Brooks and
the college students seeking teach- Applegate had worked .closely

Non-residents aided
Future Central students from
out-of-state will find information
about establishing residence in
Washington easier to find.
Last quarter several students
who had lived in Washington for
more than one year were denied
residency under RCW 28Bl5.011
through 28B.15.011.
Information about where and
how to establish residency 'w as not
publicized and they assumed that
they had one year to conform to
residency requirements. Not until
fall quarter registration did the
students learn they would not be
classified as residents.
The matter was presented to
the President's Advisory Council ·
and this body adopted some
changes to help avoid this problem
in the future.

The following procedures will be
implemented by fall quarter 1977.
1)
The catalog will carry·
information concerning residency
and non-residency. It will also
contain a statement refering residency questions to the Office of
Admissions.
2)
The information on the
current pre-payment card received by all students upon receipt
of their application will be changed
to include a complete statement ,
regarding non-residency. It says,
"You are classified as a non-resident student. Res,idency information is available in the Office of
Admissions."
3) The notification of acceptance
-letters to students will contain a
statement similar to the one in #2.
4) · The "Permit to Register·
Cards" will also contain a statement similar to the one in #2.
5) Information will be disseminated through the "Weekly
Bulletin" requesting that inquires
regarding student residency status be directed to the Office of
Administrations.
6) This information will appear
in the class schedule.

with the association in writing the
code and felt some changf!s were
necessary.
The Association of Administrators is a body of 13 members
representing the 68 ·civil service
exempt employees at Central. ·
A rough draft of the code was
typed two hours before the meeting and presented to members,
who did not have sufficient time to
study the proposed changes but
were expected to vote on them at
the meeting.
A motion was made to have the
Executive Council of the association and its three subcommitties
(professional leave, personnel and
grievences) review the code and
the proposed changes to see which
are necessary. .
The Executive Council will submit the amended code to a full
meeting of the association on the
followin~ Wednesday.
A major concern expressed by
the chairman of the association,
Bill Allison, - "is whether Dixy
(Governor elect Dixy Lee Ray) is
going to keep the new Board of
Trustees.
"We need to get the code passed
to stabilize the Board of Trustees
with the new Governor coming in,"
Allison said.
According to Allison, a three
member committee of the association met with each board member
to discuss and explain the code in
depth.
"It is very possible the new
Governor could appoint new board
members, which woulg mean the
associatfon would have to reacQuaint the new selection with
the code," Allison said.
_The board members who could
be replaced are: Catherine Hunter, Dr. Jack Gustarfson, Dr.
Eugene Brain, James C. Waldo
· and Paul Schaake.
"The association is not trying to
secure the board members jobs,"
said Allison, "we're merely trying
to ·save the association work and
time in familiarizing a new board
with the· code."
The new code is scheduled to be
presented to the Board of Trustees
for their approval Friday at 1 pm.
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Materialistic trend noted
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ASC favors U status
Whatever the individual student's feelings are about Central
becoming a university, the Associated Students of Central went on
record this fall as fav-0ring the
redefinition of Central as a university.
Legislative bills to rename Central "university" along with other
state colleges of Washington, have
been brought before lawmakers in
recent Olympia sessions and are
expected to come up again.
The ASC · sent a letter of
endorsement to college administrators suggesting that the change
would be be.neficial to the institution.
"CWSC has the resource by
definition for becoming a university," the letter noted.
The governing body indicated
that they felt the change would aid
graduates in job hunting an.d help

the institution in fund raising.
President James Brooks, upon
accepting the letter, said that
many colleges the size of Centra:l
have been redesignated as universities in the recent. past.

While the national pollsters
concentrated on the political elections, a recent survey of young
people indicates that their primary
personal concerns are jobs, money
and higher education. ·
When
questioned on social issues, the
same group expressed little of the
concern that sparked young people
to protest during the Viet Nam
era.
.
The survey of 1,200 high school
and college seniors and young
working people, all between the
ages of 17 to 30, was conducted by
students of sociology and marketing at Georgia Tech, Howard
University, University of Illinois
at Chicago Circle, St. Louis University, Rice University, the City
College of New York and the
University of Southern California.
Here are some of the highlights
that the survey, sponsored by
Shulton, Inc., makers of men's and
women's toiletries showed.
Getting into the college of their
choice was the primary concern of
nearly 40 percent of the high
school seniors.
As expected, the key objective
for 51 percent of. college seniors

was to achieve high grades to
enable them to find jobs within the
area of their specialization.
The under-30 work force put
more money (30 percent) as their
number one target.
Getting
married, raising a family, friends
and personal fulfillment followed
in that order.
On social issues, the views of
each group varied depending on
age. While 43 percent of the high
school seniors said their primary
concern was politics, ·the figure
dropped to 28 percent for college
seniors and only 13 percent for
those in the business world, who
put the economy issue as their top
priority.
A similar trend was noted on the
environment. The high school
figure was 29 percent citing the
environment as their primary
social concern, against 13 percent
for the college seniors and 10
percent for those employed.
Foreign affairs, surprisingly,

had little impact as far as the
17-to-30 age group was concerned.
Less than eight percent of working
people mentioned foreign affairs
as a key worry. This dropped to
six percent for the college seniors
and a few scattered votes among
high school seniors.
Another major surprise of the
survey was that the crime issue
rankeq fourth among the working
people beyond the economy, politics and environment and received
little support as a primary concern
among high school and college
seniors.
Th€ students who c-0nducted the
surveys took note of the apparent
decline in activism among young
people.
Another group found no evidence of "the frequently reported
finding that there is a great
concern among youth for social
issues of the problems of the
community.
Idealism did not
surface in this study."

FOREIGN CAR
REPA.IRS AND PARTS

Recyding info hotline
· "Community Recycling: An AlIt was written to answer the .
to Disposal" is a publi- many inquiries received by our
cation available to the public free office from people interested in
of charge by calling Department of .starting recycling centers.
Ecology, Recycling Hotline 1-800Recycling is growing in WashRECYCLE (Toll Free).
ington and will continue to grow as
This latest Department of _Ecol- rriore people become a~are of the
ogy recycling publication provides obvious and not so obvious advanthe information to plan, open and · tages of recycling~
operate a recycling center to fit
Call 1-800-RECYCLE (Toll Free)
specific community needs.
for you copy of this publication.
t~rnative

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main 925-5539 ,

Purchas-e

CUcibtlbcrg
AT

YOUR LOCAL TAVERNS
And Stores
ESTES DISTRIBUTING
303 Wenas--- 962-2445
Bottle and Can Recycling
Wednesday Sam-1 Oam
Saturday 9am .. l 2noon
~·.,.

.

-~-_A

Carling Brewing .Co. Tacoma Wn.
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THE WHITE HOUSE.
WASHINOTON

Dear Young Friend:
Thank you for your thoughtful letter following the
election. I will always remember the generous encouragement and goodwill which were extended to me
and my entire family by our fellow Americans. It
has been a tremendous honor to serve the people of
our great country, and I will never forget this
wonderful privilege.
This is an ·e xciting world we live in, and you are
lucky to be young at this particular time in America.
You have the chance to see, to do and to be almost
anything you want. I hope you will alwayB believe
in yourself, and believe ' in our country. Remember,
whatever your dream, America is a land where dreams
come true for young people who are prepared to accept
the challenge.
.
I thank you from my heart for your friendship and
wish you the best for the future -- for this Nation's
future is closely linked to yours and other young
people like you.
Sincerely,

~

~,f.~~

~

Pictured r to I are Tarrol JohnsenPeterson, Sylvia Boyle, teacher,

;:;:::
:~:~:j

-.~x:uu1.naI

116 E. .tth
Ellensburg
,Ph 925-913~

229 N. Wenatch. . Ave.
WenatchM
Ph 925-91U

~

Shelley Pacha, Charlie Watters,
tanzo.
::::::
Heidi Pha~~ and Frank DiCos- .
[Photo by Mary Wallace H::::

"Kids Night Out" can be fun

Vista VIiiage
Moses lake
Ph. 765-6181

Students, faculty and staff
members of Central with children
will have the opportunity for some
personal leisure. ' The Board of
Control (BOC) and the recreation
department are sponsoring a re·creational and educational program, "Kids Night Out" for children ages 5 to 10.
Arts and crafts, movies, games
and stories will be provided. The
activities will appeal to all age
levels and will also· provide indi-

Ski Sell-1-Bration
Open Late Tonight
Open 8:30·6 Saturday

vidual and group participation.
Mike McLeod (recreation coordinator) anticipates some special
guests for the program ranging
from professional puppeteers to
students majoring in early childhood education and leisure services.
Balanced nutritional snacks such
as fruit, granola, pudding, biscuits,
muffins and jell-o, will be prepared
and served ~y the children. ·
Through this experience the chil-

Thursday is
Ladies Night At The
UGLY BEAR TAVERf'-!

~

Domestic Wine-

.40 Gloss
$ 1.25 Pitcher
Beer-$7.00 Pitcher

Men Can En joy These Prices --

If Escorted By A Lady!

Free pool· all day and nite Wed. and Sun .
POOL TOURNAMENT EVERY SUNDAY

No Dealers
·All Sales Final

ll~ltecl Quanltles

SKl BOOTS
3·0%to65%
Dolomite Logos
Caber Cobra
Caber VegCI .

R•g. s13s .... •u 21
R•g: S•o ..... '31"
R•g.sus ....•1111

Nordica Slalom

R•g. s160. •112

09

GLOVES-HATS-GOGGLES

SAVE 2ocyo
BINDINGS

Look Nevada
Salomon 444
Look Gt
Geze Standard

51.95
'44.95
'29.95
'32.95

1

dren will learn about nutrition and
food preparation.
Developing a home-like atmosphere and setting to make the
children as comfortable and relaxed as possible will also be one of
the objectives of the program.
Pre-registration begins at 2 pm,
SUB 102, on the Tuesday of the
same week that participation is
desired.
A fee of $1.50 will be charged
per child per week.
The fee
includes all activities, materials
and food. The program begins
Friday, Jan. 14, continuing
through winter quarter.
"Kids Night Out", a pilot program, is employing mainly recrea. tion majors. McLeod said, "If the
program is continued, I would hire
anyone interested."
Success of such a program
depends on several factors. such as
the value of the program to the
community and the outcome of
cost verses benefits, according to
McLeod.
.
To help determine the fate of _
· the program, 'weekly evaluations
will be conducted and given to
BOC. They will then cast the
deciding vote whether or not such
a program will be provided next
quarter.
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'Nine Northwest Sculptors'
Review on page 11
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Footnote stag es
,multimediO works
A multimedia, music and dance
conct:rt by "Footnote," a Southern
California group which performs
works composed and choreo. graphed by its members, will be
staged on the Central campus Jan.
13.
TlJe public performance, with
procet•ds to be used for purchase
of music de~artment equipment,
will be at 8 pm in Hertz Hall.
The two-year-old organization,
· which completed a national performing tour this fall, is composed
of teachers and alumni of California Institute of the Arts.
Among its members are a smger,
dancer, clarinetist, bassoonist and
pianist.
· "Footnote" s concerts include
vocal and instrumental solos,
modern dance and chamber music
supported by electronic music,
lights and a laser beam instrument.

Ellensburg
Jaycees
NEED

Members of "footnote" are:
Bill Boulton, pianist, composer and
choreographer who is · a piano
instructor and a professional tennis player; Piper Pickrell, dancer
and choreographer who has specialized in-teaching creative movements to children for the National
Endowment for the Arts; Linda
Schleh, lyric soprano who has sung
opera .roles as well (,l.S contemporary music; Alan Solemon,
clarinetist and composer who has
performed as a soloist extensively
and . John Steinmet, bassoonistcomposer who has be.en· on the
faculty of the University of
Redlands and at the Claremont
Music Festival.
Tickets _for the Jan. 13 con_cert,
at $3 for adults and $2 for
students, are available at the
Central Music Department Office,
Hertz Hall. The performance will
be the first in the Northwest for
"Footnote."

Satirical musical premiers in Feb.

8

What its director. Richard written by Ingmar Bergman.
Leinaweaver, called "The Man of
Out of the approximate 35
La Mancha of the 1970's," Stephen people vying for parts last week,
Sondheim's A Little Night Music seven men and 11 women were
has begun its preparation for next selected. "These were the most
(Men, women, or students]
month's debut in McConnell Audi- professional tryouts I have ever
torium.
seen," said Leinaweaver. "The
MUST PROVIDE
. Presently, the satirical and fun- songs :were learned and half of
OWN TRANSPORTATION
ny musical is playing in Seattle's them already had half the lines
APPLY AT ONCE
Skid Road, and when on Central's memorized."
Between the Hours of
stage, it will be the second
Leinaweaver went to New York
9A.M.-5P.M.
presentation in the Northwest. about a year-and-a-half ago. While
601 MTN. VIEW near entrance
The musical was t~ken from the he was there, he went to four play
No Phone Calls Accepted!
film, Smiles of Summer · Night,' .. presentations.
A Little Night
Music was one of them. Since
that time, Leinaweaver has
worked on arranging for the
Open 6:45
925-9511
-~LIBERTY Theatre
musical to come to Central.
ENDS TUESDAY
Not an inexpensive play to
present;A Little Night Music will
where anything
cost the drama department over ·
Shows start
$1,000 just for the royalties on the
can happen ...
at 7:00
scripts and song books.
At
and usually does!
· present, four companies have
placed bids for the rental of
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE ~ ~
costumes for the play.
TECHNICOLOR"' ~~
Helping Leinaweaver with the
production of the musical will be

For·

Light Delivery

Liz Helms, a grad assistant in
music. as well as John DeMerchant of the music department.
Conducting the complete pit orchestra will be Clifford Cunha, also
of the music departmen~.
The show is set at the turn of
the century in Sweden. It is a
story of the fantasies and foolish
occurances of lovers spellbound in
the summers of Sweden. According to Leinaweaver, it's a kind of
soap opera or bedroom farce
involving people of class and flair.

Desiree ArmfeJt for a while. She
attends a theater performance one
night and sees her lover of past
days. The chemistry is still there
for the two and ·they are together
again for a while. Other lead
characters come and go, seemingly
at the same time, with the maids
and butlers, and an elder woman
who was once a concubine for
kings, dukes and ba:r:ons.

Playing the leading roles in the
upcoming musical are: Peter Gries
as Frederick Egerman; Ken
Helms as Henrick Egerman; GorFredrick Egerman, a lawyer in , don Grey as Carl Magnus; Clayton
his 40's, marries Anne, a pretty Doherty as Frid; Eric Stroud as
virgin of 18, and after 11 months of Bertrand Page; Nancy Larson as
marriage she is still a virgin. The Fredricka; Teri Reopelle as Depeople during that period were siree; Leslie McCorkle as Anne
very gentile and did not impose Egerman; Armina Blackwell - as
their conjugal rights, according to Petra; and Betty ~vans as MaLeinaweaver.
Her stepson, a dame Armfeldt.
divinity student, is rapidly losing
The play will be playing Feb. 17,
his virginity with a maid of his
18,19,24,25 and 26 in McConnell
stepmother's.
Auditorium. The time will be
Fredrick "has a romp" with
released at a later date.

How to·
keep your money earning
wtiile you're learning.
·::::;:::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::~===~=~~=~=::::::::::::::::::::;:::~:::::::;:::::~::;:~=~:=~=:~===~;::::~;:;:*r:~:=
TIE SPICTACULAll lllWIA
OF THE MOST DS:ISIVE

BATTLE IN lllR HISTORY !

STARTS
nn~~r
TUES.
1..£l1Ull!!.AJK1~ ~
® JAN . 1' 9
ll'l:MIAISCHCOOl'OOATOOPAESENTS

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE TECHNICOLOR® PANAVISION

, ~==·~~~s~::~~~;~:m~:::::@:=•=r~~~;;::;,~~:I~!:S:'=m:::mm:
X-rated artistry and eroticism
unlike anything you have ever
experienced before .

®

When you're going to school, it seems like there's a lot of
"outgo" without much income·. That's why every little bit counts.
And Pacificbank has a couple of tips that can help you get the
most from your money.
First, keep the amount you think you'll need right away in
checking where it's handy. And put the rest to work in savings
where it earns interest.
In a regul~r or Single Statement savings account, you can add to
your money whenever you want. And you can make
withdrawals any time. So your money's available when you need
it. And ifs earning interest until you do.
Saving' s not easy especially when
you're in school. But that's when you
need it most. And we'd like to help.

0

NO ONE U NDER 17 ADMITTED

A MAP FILM CO. Release

College Banking Center
730 East Eighth Avenue
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'Nine Scu/ptors'unusua/ effects

Music Menu
by Reese Co!bo

By BECKI HOLLAND.

alone. Buck teaches at Montana
State University.

Among the most visually exciting and unusual sculpture shows
presented by the Randall Fine
Arts gallery on campus will run
until Feb. 4.

Ken Little, Montana, also delivers a funk "problem" over
stretche.d canvas.

to the rock and roll presence of the
The "Eagles'" long awaited fifth
group. This has made the group
album is finally here, and all I can
more versatile ti.an ever before.
say is that the · group has really
Other nice offerings on the
outdo,ne their previous efforts.
The show, "Nine Northwest Art
Hotel California, "Eagles' " lat- album are Life in the Fast Lane,
est release is just about the best where Walsh sizzles on lead gui- Sculptors", is visually exuberant
album from the group because of tar; Wasted Time and The Last because it is not often the art
the overall consistency and quality Resort, two excellent mellow cuts viewer gets an opportunity to
of the singing and playing. The sung by Don Henley. Walsh also view a dog-earred facsimile of a ·
album is so good, I don't know just shows he can be very effective dinosaur leg hoisted precariously
what I should say first. Let me with a mellow track entitled above his or her head.
first mention who makes up the Pretty Maids All in a Row.
Images aside, the show is also
Another nice song on the album
members of the "Eagles".
unusual because the works of art
For the uninformed , the "Ea- is the lone contribution by Randy are done by nine young Northwest
gles" are: Glenn Frey, vocals, Meisner, Try and Love Again.
sculptors from Montana, Oregon
acoustic and electric guitars, piano The song talks about the hurt and Washington.
and A.R.P. synthesizer; Don Hen- feelings of a broken romance and
The p'i-acticing artists, some of
ley with vocals, drum and per- the time that needs to pass before whom are faculty, were recomcussion; Don Felder contributes the pain and sorrow slowly fades mended to James Sahlstrand,
vocals, slide guitar and pedal steel away. Meisner does an excellent Randall gallery director, and were
guitar.
Tandy Meisner shares job.
Some of the
Hotel California is a very fine then selected.
vocals and plays bass. Last but
entrees'
work
was
limited
because
certainly not least is the newest balance between cooking songs of Central's art department budfeaturing
heavy
lead
guitars
and
"Eagle," former ",James Gang"
get.
member Joe Walsh. W_aJsh shares mellow songs characterized by
But the quality of the show is
guitar
and
soft
vocals.
acoustic
lead guitar stints with Felder and
not hindered. All of the artists
to
the
The
album
should
appeal
Frey and offers vocals besides
have shown nationally, and beplaying electric piano, piano, or- most "heavy" fanatic and to the cause of the sophistication and
individual
who
appreciates
the
gan an<l A.R.P. synthesizer.
softer ballads the "Eagles" have complexity of some of the works,
The addition of Walsh to the
coupled with excellent gallery
been. noted for in the past.
"Eagles" has helped the group add
As is the rule rather than the presentation, the show is successmore punch behind their guitars.
exception, the lead vocals on the ful.
This is very evident on t,he rocking album are nicely done by everyIt is not only difficult to ignore
title track of the album, where one, especially by Henley who Jim Gale's latex monster forms for
there are excellent guitar ex- sings lead on five of the album they dominate the show, but his
changes , between Felder and tracks.
titles also are equally hilarious:
Walsh near the end of the song.
The "Eagles" have come up with "They're Green When They Come
Also, Walsh plays very nicely on their best album in their short Out of the Ground, But The Air
the piano and organ, especially on existence, and it can be heard Turns 'Em Orange and Purple."
the current hit New Kid in Town.
tonight at 7:30 pm on the album_ Gale lives in Seattle.
The addition of Walsh has toned preview show on FM-91 KCWS,
John Buck's wood funk figures,
down the country flavor of the straight through without any particularly "Iconoclastic Hoggroup a bit but has added greatly commercial interruptions.
wash" is a veritable feat in ballast

prints and readymade toys encased in vinyl and cardboard.
They ar:e a series incorporated
with hand-colored, toned photographs, called "Transportation
Specials" and "Frogman Scdes."

Rudy Autio, Montana, and Ted
Riste's more traditional ceramics
are the sole earth contrasts to the
other more finished products.

Bill Blix, Oregon, lends classic
grandeur to the show with his
beautifully wrought cast bronze,
"Trilobium" and black walnut
sculpture.

The show include·s work by
Central graduates Ted Riste,
Rosyln; Bruce Wild, assistant professor ·at Lane Community College, Eugene, and Mike Stone, Cle
Elum, who teaches for the Washing-ton State Arts Commission.

The most unlikely material displayed is Mary Farnham's "Magical Place" egg cartons aligned
from the ceiling and walls with
electrical conduit wire.
The gallery is located in the Fine
Arts building · and is open to the
public weekdays 8 to 5 pm.

Stone now works with blue-

·· ·:~'f;:~:.%~~:®:_~~-

KEN LITTLE'S FUNKY WONDER balance over a zig-saw puzzled
can~as _f_!-ame as pad of the "Nine Northwest Sculptors" show.

FOR THE FIRST LIVE-BAND DANCE
OF THE QUARTER

Dance to

EPICENTRE
FRIDAY JAN. 14, 1977

SUB LARGE BALLROOM

9 p.m.

l a.m.

$1 .50 singles
$2.50 couples
co-sponsored by Asian Student Union & BOC
~

.
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Moil room relocates
Margo Brown is concerned that
she and her fellow employees who
work in Mail Services may never
be found again--~y a lot of people.
She has good cause to be. To
make room for an expanding
Computer Center, the Mail Ser' vices facility, which was located in
the Wildcat Shop in front of the
SUB, · was recently moved to an
. off-campus location.
..Now that we've . moved over
here, we hope to make a map, so
that students can find us,'' said
Brown, mail services supervisor,
of the mail room's new location at
Seventh and Anderson, next to the
old boiler plant. "This spd,i isn't
nearly as convenient for the stu·
dents."
She explained when the mail
room · was located on campus,

an additional fluctuating 1,000 to
30,000 pieces of bulk mail per
month.
It is a big job, one that keeps
Bob Bates, Karen Gardner, Bill
Klebeck, Woody Vanijankul and
Margo Brown busy.
"We get all of the incoming
business campus mail," Brown said
of some facets of the operation.
"We reroute mail, forward mail to
dorms and meter (weigh to determine postage rates) all outgoing
mail. We also do all the bulk
mailing for the college."
Mail Services does not offer all
the services of a regular Post
Office. This is a fact sometimes
misunderstood by students,
Brown said.
"Lots of students have a strange
c-0ncept of what our function is.
They do things like call and ask if
we have mail boxes here. They
are surprised that we don't sell
stamps and do other things like a
regular post office."
. Nor is Mail Services in the
business of directly delivering
Those recommendations will be .student mail. "The Post Office
forwarded to the State Board of delivers directly to each dorm,"
Education and the Superintendent said Brown. "The student mail we
of Public Instruction for action by handle is mail to be forwarded to
next June.
the dorms fr-om places like the
Members of the Professional Counseling Center."
Education Advisory Committee,
She said many times when
including Carlson, have made students move out of the dorms
visitations to state colleges and they fail to fill out a change of
universities to investigate teacher. address card, and this often repreparation programs. Carlson sults in their mail being "returned
expects to be involved in several to sender." She urges all students
such visitations this year.
in this situation to take the time to
The teacher preparation and complete the change of address
certification standards which Carl- card.
son and other WEA representaTimes are busiest at Mail Sertives are studying set the stage for vices at the end of each quarter
the training and hiring of all public and in the spring, Brown said.
school teachers in the state.
"Springtime is our busiest time.
Then we go crazy, there's so much
to do. Everyone's getting ready
for summer. Catalogues and other
it.ems have to go out."

students could have their packages weighed to determine the
amount of postage required to mail
them. They could then buy the
necessary postage at the bookstore and have their packages
mailed directly off campus.
"They never had make the long
walk ·downtown to the Post
Office," she said.
They still do not. But first,
students must discover Mail
Services' new location. So far,
Brown said, that discovery is not
being made.
Weighing students' packages is
only one of the jobs performed by
the five employees of Mail Services. Their job consists primarily
of handling the college's mail, lots
of it, some 30,000 pieces outgoing
metered mail a month, as well as

Teacher cert if ic·a tio·n
Frank Carlson,
associate
professor of education at Central,
will present a draft of new teacher
certification standards · to the
Washington Education Association (WEA) later this winter.
These new standards, if and
when approved, will have bearing
on teacher certifications throughout the state.
Carlson, chairman of the WEA
Office of Certification and Accreditation, also serves as vice chairman and WEA representative to
the state's Professional Education
Advisory Committee, which currently is developing recommendations for state teacher preparation
programs.

YOUR KITTITAS VALLEY

HEADQUARTERS FOR
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WITH THIS COUPON GET O~_E.

DELUXE BURGER
FOR

59~

_(reg. 85')

"Because of a possible correlation between swine flu vaccinations and Guillain-Barre' Syndrome., all flu immunizations
across tne country have been
·cancelled temporarily," said Dr.
David Lundy of the campus Health
Center last Thursday.
.
"Experts are not sure if there is
a possible correlation, because half
Brown, who has been working at of the people who contracted
Mail Services for four and a half Guillain-Barre' received the swine
years, said she enjoyed the job. i flu vaccination," Dr. Lundy said.
would hate having to wear a dress
"The people who contracted the
to work every day. Also, this job syndrome and were innoculated
allows me to move around. I'd go with the shots became ill within
crazy if I had to sit at a desk all three weeks of being immunized,"
day."
Lundy said.
For more reasons than one
Guillain-Barre' Syndrome is
Brown is happy about ·her recent marked by internal inflammation
promotion to supervisor. Before and degeneration of nerve roots.
she got the advancement her job The syndrome is apparently contitle was "mail rater" and this fined to the nervous system.
caused her some embarrassment. No infectious agent causing the
syndrome has been isolated.
"When people asked me what
Severe illness varies considerkind of work I did and~ told them I
able weakness of the legs and
was a mail rater, they'd look at me
really strange.
They had the impaired skin sensation of the
.fingers and toes.
spelling wrong."
.
.
Death is unlikely, and recovery
.
Now if more students would JUSt
· •"rediscover" her new work loca- is usually rapid arid complete in a
tion and bring their packages over few weeks with hospitalization,
· to be weighed, things would get after the syndrom~ is allowed to
back to normal for Margo Brown run it's course.
Lundy said, "It should be noted
and the other employees of Mail .
that there is not a direct correla' Services.

LIMIT ONE PERSON COUPON
AND ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER.
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925-5442

tion between swine flu vaccination
and Guillain-Barre', only the possibility."
One hundred and sixty two
persons received swine flu vaccination shots at the center, but none
of them have contracted GuillainBarre'," Lundy added.
Dr . . Robert Atwood, of the
Kittitas County Health Center,
said, "We have given approximately 5,000 swine flu shots to
residents in this country, fortunately none of them contracted
Guillain-Barre' Syndrome."
In Yakima County 17 ,201 people
received the bivalent vaccination
and 1,853 received the monovalent vaccination with only one
case of Gillain-Barre' Syndrome
according to Elaine Travis, public
relations officer for Yakima Health
District.
Travis said, "The Syndrome
may have developed as a result
of receiving the swine flu vaccination, but to this date it has not
been proven to be caused by swine
llu vacc'inaiion~;,"I doubt very much if the swine
flu shots will start back up again,"
Lundy said. "The Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare
may start the Victoria, Hong
Kong, and Asian flu vaccinations
soon, thou~h."

"Stllltemrt1rtitB1rtilll
M DEAN'S T.V. & APPLIANCE- ' HAWAII
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see no side effects
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J. Wesley Crurn
20 Skyline Dr.
962-2327

GI bill
changes
in effect

Recent changes in GI Bill legislation will affect students attending
colleges in Washington State. The
new legislation, effective Dec. l,
1976, does not allow the VA to pay
for courses in which a non-punitive
grade· is received unless there is a
finding of mitigating circumstances.
Non-punitive grades are those
that are not counted toward
graduation requirements or are
not computed in the student's
grade-point average. If a student
receives a non-punitive grade,
payment cannot be ·made for that
course unless mitigating circumstances are found. These circumstances, such as illness or financial
problems that keep a student from
attending class, are those beyond
the control of the student.
If a student recieves a non-punitive grade and no mitigating circumstances are found, the VA is
required to reduce payments as of
Dec. 1, 1976, for the 1976 fall term
and at the beginning date of any
succeeding term.
The VA will contact any student
who receives a non-punitive grade
and request any mitigating circumstances prior to reduction of
payments back to Dec. 1, 1976, of
the beginning of a term.
Further information on this new
provision can be obtained from
veterans representatives on campus, local colleges, the Seattle VA
regional office, or local service
organizations. -

Student
·jobs

available
The Student Employment
Office, Barge 101, encourages all
students interested in employment either on or off campus to
check the job postings regularly on
the bulletin board just outside the
o.ffice. The following is a partial
listing of positions currently available:
Service Statio1_1 Attendant (A-1)
needed immediately from 9 am to 2
pm, Monday t hrough :Saturday.
Duties include pumping gas and
operating car wash.
Babysitting (B-2) needed immediately from 9 am to 12 pm Friday ·
only.
.
Babysitting (B-3) needed immediately from 8 am to 3 pm, Monday
through Friday. Close to campus.
Babysitting (B-4) needed immediately from 11:30 am to 1 pm,
Tuesday and Thursday. Babysitting two children.
· Custodial (C-1) on-campus position.
Delivery Person (D-2) moving
freight and furniture. Must have
an excellent driving record and be
willing to do heavy lifting.
Housecleaning (H-3) needed
immediately.
Hours arranged.
Must have own transportation.
Kitchen Aide (K-1) needed
immediately.
Hours arranged.
Close to campus.
Nurses Aid (N-2) Full or part
time ·positions available.
Playground Supervisor (P-1)
Hours are from 8 to 9 am and 11:30
am to 1 pm Monday through
Friday. Experience with junior
high children preferred.
Referees, Basketball (R-2) men's
and women's. Needed for winter
quarter. Should have knowledge
of the game. On campus.
Secretary (S-1) needed immediately. Hours are 8 am to 5 pm
Monday through Friday (fulltime). An excellent opportunity
for student spouses. Experience
prderred.
Waiter/Waitress (W-1) wanted
for local restaurant. Must be 21 or ·
older.
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Receivers, Amps, Preamps, Tuners
Item
Technics SA5060 Receiver
Technics SA5360 Receiver
Harman Kardon T A600 Rec.
Harman Kardon 330C Rec.
Harman Kardon 430 Rec.
Harman Kardon 730 Rec.
Harman Kardon A401 Amplifier
Sony TA1066 'Amplifier
Sony STR 7045 Receiver
Pioneer SX550 Receiver

List

Sale

.180
300
400
220
320
420
185
170
370
250

149
239
279
179
249
319
159
129
269
199

Item
---

List

Pioneer SA9500 Amplifier
Yamaha CR800 Receiver
Yamaha CR600 Receiver
Yamaha CR400 Receiver
Yamaha CT800 Tuner
Yamaha CAlOOO Amp.
Sansue 9090 Receiver
SAE 30 Preamp wI cabinet
SAE 31B amp wI cabinet

500
580
460
330
370
600
750
283
333

Sale
389
479
379
259
279
499
499
199
239

''P
. ''
Speakers. Prices shown are
er pair.
Item
Large Advent (Vinyl)
Large Advent (Walnut)
Smaller Advents
ADS 710
ADS 700
ADS 400
Allison: One

List

Sale·

260
298
188
520
360
210
756

209
249
149
449
310
179
649

Tur-n tables

.Item

List
336
450
666
800
925
820

JBL L-26
JBL L-36
JBL L-100
JBL L-166
JBL L-65
Dahlquist DQ-lOa

List

B.I.C 980, base, cover,
Grado Fl cartridge
Yamaha YP701, Empire 2000E-III
Phillips GA212, Empire 2000E-III
Miracord 50H-Mk II, base,
Shure M91ED

301
290
270
367

Sale
179

!390 '
400
340
500
190

Yamaha TC800GL
Nakamichi 500
Advent 201
Tandberg TCD310
Superscope CD302A

Bank Cards

Item

List

Sale

Cartridges:
Audio Technica A Tl3EA
Shure M91ED
Grado FCR
Shure M70JJ
Empire 2000E-III

65
60
25
32.50
70

29.95
24.95
9.95
9.95
29.95

65
65
15

38.95
29.95
10.99

Discwasher record cleaner

List

Sale
329
329
279
379
139

199
169
159

Et Cetra ...

Headphones:
Koss Pro 4/ AA$
Superex Pro VI B

279
349
499
599
699
659

Tape Decks
Item

Item

Sale

Welcome!

Time payment
plaJ!s available.

TEREDCRIFT
408 N. Pearl

962-2830
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New basic English courses successful
they come in on their own after
· discovering they have real probTwo new courses are ·being lems in spelling or writing skills.
Many of the spelling problems of
offered for the first time for
college credits entitled Basic Spel- students today are due to the lack
ling and Basic Writing Skills.
of proper teaching in grade school,
Until winter quarter, basic spel- according to Howard. ''Memorling and writing courses were izing monsterous lists of words in
non-existent.
Students either junior high and high school also
went to the -Academic Skills Cen- contributed to the problem."
ter for help with their problems or .
"Memorizing is not learning, as
· they simply ignored them.
students have the tendency to
Some avoided classes which forget the memorized spelling of
involved heavy writing assign- words. This course teaches the
ments, while some professors re- student how to spell ~ords
' quired less writing of the problem through the use of phonetics." _
student.
Unlike a reading problem easily
"We felt we had a program
mistaken by instructors to be
worth the credit," said Don stupidity, a writing problem is
Cummings, director of the Acade- diagnosed almost immediately by
mic Skills Center. The amount of most instructors.
' work and time put forth by the
Many of the 40 students enrolled
students in previous classes, the ·
skills learned and the amount of in Don Cummings' writing class
student credit hours, seemed rea- were recommended to take the
son enough to allow the courses to course by their instructors. Over
100 more students not enrolled in
be offered for credit.
Nancy Howard, English gradu- the class walk in with writing
problems of various kinds.
~ ate of Central, is the instructor of
Cummings emphasized inter~ the basic spelling skills course.
"There is a huge interest," said ested students do not have to be
·Howard. "I did not anticipate such registered in the classes to get
a large enrollment. Though many help. If students have a problem,
take the class for credit, a great they are encouraged to drop in.
There is a writing tutor on duty
deal of students are "walk-ins."
Either professors send them or daily in the academic Skills Center, in L&L 103 from 10 am to 5
pm. Cummings is also looking for
people who wish to tutor and
stated it is possible to get a credit
for clinical practice by tutoring.
By MICHELLE BRUNSON

INTENT STUDENTS [I to r] ~arolyn . Wells and Nancy Howard
listen to Donald Cummings, Academic Skills Center director.

Gradfinishes new degree
The first graduate of a new
Central Washington State College
degree program i.n occupational
safety and health has accepted one
of several job offers in what

appears to be a growing field.
William Hodges, who· completed
his bachelor of science work at the
end of the recent fall quarter,
started the new year as a safety
inspector for the State Department of Labor and Industries in
the Colville area.
Hodges, a retired U.S. Navy
ii chief petty officer, returned to
college after 20 years as a Navy
"Seabee". He entered the Central
oc_cupational safety and health
program in i97 4.
The new degree p.rogr~m trains
students for a variety of work with
government and private industry.
Dr. Duane Patton, director of the
Central Center for Career Studies
MAl~.J and Central Safety Safety Center, ·

reported that federal forecasters
predict a rapidly expanding career
field for such specialists because of
new federal, state and local safety
laws.
Hodges said that he had several
job offers upon graduation but
accepted the position with the
state because of the career opportunity and because of his desire to
live in eastern Washington.

THE ELLENSBURG WAREHOU;1

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE ! !
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Originally from Connecticut,
Hodges came to the Northwest
with the U.S. Navy. His wife, two
daughters and a son will leave
Ellensburg soon to join him in
Colville. An older Hodges daughter, like her father, now is serving
with the U.S. Navy in Guam.
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Geodecke beComes

SALES/ANS
WORK FOR THE
BOY OF TODAY.

conference official

BUILD THE MAN
OF TOMORROW.

Robert Goedecke, philosophy
professor, has been elected incoming president of the Northwest
Conference on Philosophy. He was
elected at the conference's annual
meeting at Seattle Pacific University.
The membership of the conference is _comprised of some 400 ·
philosophy instructors from universities and colleges in Montana,
Idaho, Oregon, Washington and
British Columbia.

Theo postolote of the
SALESIANS OF ST. JOHN
BOSCO Is with youth in boys

clubs, technical ond academic
high schoof-s, guidance
centers, summer comps,
orphanages, hostels, etc.
But the SALESIANS also
conduct world wide missions,
parishes, retreats, pub~shing
houses and film centers.

Girls Pants
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os low

ST. JOHN BOSCO'S
METHOD . • •

PREVENT EVIL
with
REASON, RELIGION
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1.99/lb

2.89/lb

Exclusive selection of
:
French
~We accept
German
: Master Charge
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: Bank Americard
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ZIP ........... PHONE ....... .
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The conference for the first time
in its 30-year history, will expand
to a two day program. Goedecke's
term as president begins in 1978 ,
when he will deliver a presidential
address.

I

I om interested in the PriHthood 0
Brotherhood D

City ................ STATE .. ..

$799

- - - -

Central will host the conference's annual meeting next November. , Goedecke will coordinat~
the program presented at that ,
meeting and will also conduct the
annual business meeting.

!SHARP CHEDDARCHEESE
Reg
Now

Father Larry Byrne, S.D.B.
DON BOSCO-SALESIANS
1100 Franklin Street
San Francisco, CA 94109

. ADDRESS ... . •................•.
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Booze outranks "the weed"
According to "Campus Roundtable" in the January issue of
Gallery Magazine, alcohol has replaced marijuana on most college
campuses as the students' prime
means of getting high. But just as
there's more to do at college than
get high, there's more than one
way of getting high on a typical
· American college campus.
Mary Ann Chickshaw, editor of
the student newspaper at Michigan State University, reports "It's
not all bo9ze on the East Lansing
campus. Marijuana is grown on
the window sills with the other
greenery. If you want it you can
get it--cocaine, hashish, uppers,
downers, reds, etc. Whatever the
name, whatever the pleasure, the
connection can be found."
Comments Scott Weisenberger,
managing editor of the student
paper at the University of Vir- .
ginia, "Drug use persists to a
certain extent today, but at. most
parties or social gatherings alco.tioJ.
is offered to set the party's pace."

Reunion for
1927 alumni
Members of the 1927 class of
Central Washington State College
are being sought by the Central
Alumni Office in preparation for a
50-year reunion to be staged as
part of next June's commencement
program.
All persons who completed baccalauerate degree work or twoyear certification programs in 1927
are urged to contact the Central
Alumni Office in Ellensbury by
mail or telephone.

As to the extent alcohol is
served on the University of Virginia campus, Weisenberger re~
marks that "It is not too uncommon to visit a friend on campus
and be offered a drink at two in the
afternoon."
Money is a major · factor in
determining just how a college
student gets high. Susan Walton,
editor of the student paper at the
University of New Mexico writes
. in the January issue of Gallery
that money has a lot to do with the
use of alcohol and drugs on
campus.
~·cocaine is probably the fourth
most popular drug on campus and
it would be more popular, but its
price, seventy dollars a gram, puts
it out of the reach of · most
students. Marijuana, which has
stayed at a consistent price of ten
dollars a lid for the past ten years,
is popular with all types of groups
at the university. Alcohol, though,
is still the cheapest way to get
high."
Age is another factor determin.• ing how a college student gets high
according to Mindi Keirnan, editor
of the newspaper at the University
of Florida.
She reports that
"Younger students spend their
Friday and Saturday nights (at
least) cruising the bars. Older
;tudents, those leftover from the
war~torn Sixties, spend some of
their evenings with friends, usually smoking pot."
In California, the legality of the
drug is the factor which determines its popularity. Explains
John Freed, editor of the student
paper at Stanford University in
California, "Since California made
use of small amounts of marijuana
a misdemeanor in 1976, people are
smoking everywhere. This isn't to
deny the increasing use of alcohol.

But 'cruising the bars' is out of the
question for most Stanford undergrads, and the legal drinking age
in California is twenty-one."
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The Stanford newspaper editor
'offers Gallery readers some examples of varied ways in which
California collegians get high:
"One dorm threw a party last year
at which nitrous oxide (laughing
gas) was available.
The same
dorm routinely buys house grass
and ·has held qualude parties, and
. one of the·· thirteen remaining
' fraternities held a "jungle party"
with LSD in the pizza."

National Nothing Day close
Bachelors Day, Women Appre- 23rd with Write-a-Love-Poem
People enjoy holidays. Whatever the occasion may be, people ciation Day, International Work- Fortnight.
usually gather together with the ing Women's Day, Senior Citizen's
October should prove itself to be
Day, Children's Day, Expectant an interesting month with Sweetones they love to celebrate.
The thanks goes to the father of Father's Day, Brother and Sister est Day on Oct. 15 followed by the
this country, George Washington, Day, Old People's Day, Grand- Sourest Day on Oct. 25. And if
who started the holiday trend with parents' Day, Mothers-in-law Day, they have any effect on the
the proclamation of the first US Youth Appi:eciation Day, Teach- population, there could be a place
holiday; Thanksgiving Day, Nov. ers' Day, National Good Neighbor for them in the World Champion26, 1789.
. Day, National Clown Week, ship Crab Races or the Skiliet
This year, as America begin:· its Beauty Queen Week and National Throwing Contest.
third hundred years of indei.·en- Fink Week are a few.
Following those observances,
dence, there are more than 2,400
There is-May Day and Lei Day, there is the Underdog Day, the
holidays, festivals and special National Boss Day and Frisbee Antibigot Day, National Cheer Up
events scheduled, ac~ording to the Toss Day, Arbor Day and Pearl , the Sad and Lonely Day,
20th annual edition of "Chases' Harbor Day, Folk Fests and Joke National Tell and Joke Week or
Calendar of Annual Events." ·
Fests, a day honoring Dickens and Call Up Your Funny Disc Jockey
Accordfog to the Associated a day honoring chickens, a bow to Week, which may give everyone a
few laughs.
Press and the complete calendar, art and a salute to the heart.
If the National Nothing Day
there is National Printing Ink Day
If that wasn't enough, there is
in January, Day of the Wren in also weeks and days for the should last beyond Jan. 16. NaDecember and lots in between. ' emotional. There's Hate Week tional New Idea Week is scheduled
Then there is also Action Line Day and Harmony Week, both of which early in February, giving rise to
and Zama Day. This year, 1977, occur in April. April is also the Publicity Stunt Week starting
there will be something for every- month for I Gave Day on April 15 April 1 and Press Agents' Shining
one.
and turns for the better on the Hour, May 5. ·

AT JACK'S TAVERN

POKER
soct

LIMIT

EVERY NIGHT AT 8p.m.
5 tables

THE NEW MANAGEMENT WELCOME·S YOU!

JACK'S TAVERN
BETWEEN WEBSTER'S AND THE CORNERSTONE
NEW MANAGEMl:NT
925-2~60

WAYNE JOHNSON
DON MILLER
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Aliens required to report
address to Attorney General
It is again time for all aliens in
the United States to report their
addresses.

Under the immigration and
nationality act, each alien in the
.,. United States, except diplomats
~ · and persons accredited to certain
international organizations, such
~s the United Na~ions, must rep~rt

his address to the Attorney General.
Reporting is not difficult. The
card with which to report may
be obtained from any post office or
any office of the immigration and
naturalization service.
After filling it out, place a
postage stamp on the reverse of .
this card and drop the card in any

[continued from page 6)

mail box. Parents or guardians of
alien children under fourteen
years of age are required to
submit address reports for such
children.
Failure to report can result in
serious penalties. If you are an
alien, or a member of your family
is an alien, see that the required
report is properly submitted.

ElLENSBU RG JAYCEES

GIFT BOOK
.,
-:,

~1

-!

OVER $250.00
IN GIFTS SERVICES, FOOD
ENTERTAINMENT AND
MERCHANDISE

I

FOR ONLY

$24.95
Listen for your
Phone to Ring!

THIS MAY

Central is cooperating with Yakima Valley College and the Office
of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction in the development of
a bilingual-bicultural elementary
teacher preparation program. This
cooperative effort, funded by Title
I Migrant monies, will result in an
extended degree ·program for
teacher aides in the Yakima Valley. · About fifty students are
enrolled in the program this year.
They will complete their 'first two
years at Yakima Valley College
and then transfer to Central to
complete the degree requirements.
· In addition, Central has offered
credit for courses in Chicano-Mexican American culture and history.
Credits have also been granted for
a variety of curriculum courses.
Beyond this, the college is
continuing its efforts in Affirmative Action and just recently
selected a new director. We have
advertised for an Assistant in
Admissions who will have minority recruitment as a prime responsibility. Academic Advising,
Counseling, Educational Opportunities, Financial Aids, Placement, Testing and many other
offices function to help all students, minorities included, and will
continue to do so. The academic
deans and departments have made
and are making a good faith effort
to hire minorities when positions
open; they have seldom found
many qualified applicants because
relatively few such applicants are
available in the fields where we
are hiring.
In summary, the college is
attempting to meet the needs of
minority people while carrying out
its prime responsibility to serve all
students who need assistance.
James Brooks
President, CWSC

BE YOUR

Fare share
for all

LUCKY

DAY
When the Ellensburg Jaycees Gift
Book telephone operator calls you,
you will be entitled to buy your
GIFT BOOK worth over $250.00
for only $24.95 or call us.

for free home delivery at

925-6336

A GREAT WAY TO SAVE 1

To the editor:
Let's be fair!
Recently I've noticed the efforts
of the "minority" students on this
campus to get their "fair share" of
ASC tuition funds, especially in
reference to BOC funds.

In. most cases, the club funding
program has satisfied demands,
but only temporarily.
It is those groups, mainly ethnic,
who I care to speculate on.
Most of these students, as with
those resemblinJ.t myself in hue,
are concerned with getting their
hunk of the $23.50 that gets kicked
back into our government process
for use to serve student demands.
This money is used for entertainment, programs, facilities and
special interest items.

I have also noticed this money
has been appropriated entirely in
an objeetive manner-with no reference to race, creed or sex.
The money is simply handed out to
those needing it, and amounts
vary with the degree of need.
Being one who views current
programs to alleviate racial and
gender differences in reference to
fund allocation as fiasco's, I propose a plan entirely logical and fair
~o every individual student.
Being one who views current
programs to alleviate racial and
gender differences in reference to
fund allocation as fiasco's, I propose a plan intirely logical and fair
to every individual student.
My plan is this: 1) Define how
many students actually pay their
own tuition, then set this amount
aside for the moment.
2)
Define the gender of those mentioned and compute each sex
percentage of input into the pie.
3) Separate the five predominant
ethnic groups on campus from the
gender -classes.
Compute the
percentage of each racial group's
input into their gender classification. 4) final step: a. Take the
percentage of racial groups and
allocate to them their fair share as
-represented by their gender class.
Not only would this fairly divide
the pie, but those funds left over
from the separation in step one
could be evenly divided by a
second process resembling the
first, amongst the same groups
already mentioned.
This form (mine) would eliminate the hassles of attempting to
represent the desires of ethnic and
gender groups entirely, since the
divisions would exactly represent
those groups-body for body.
What could be easier? There
would be no need for boards for
division decisions-a computer
could do the work. It would be
fair, and logical too!
Wheh, I finished! I think that I'll
now proceed to the Tave to toast
this debacle!

Your Ellensburg Jaycees Gift Book has many things for
everyone in your family. There are two sections in gift book.
The first section is filled with over $150.00 in merchandise on
a no charge basis.
The second section contains over $1 .40.00
in food and dinners on a buy one get one basis.
The
Ellensburg Jaycees Gift Book is made possible by the following
· progressive.merchants

i·

ARTIC CIRCLE
HEAD HUNTER HAIR CARE STUDIO
J T's RESTAURANT
LOVERING TIRE COMPANY
.EL CHARRO CAFE
ELLENSBURG FLORAL
LIBERTY THEATRE
CROSSROADS REStAURANT
DAIRY QUEEN
PIONEER HOBBIES AND CRAFTS
PINE . LANE BEAUTY SALON
PALACE RESTAURANT
HOLIDAY INN
MODERN PHOTO STUDIO
BILL'S ARCO .SERVICE
PIZZA MIA

·-

' 8ANKAMERICARD !

MAM

We accept these
credit cards

i
•

\

We're Looking For
a Few Good Vets!
Are you one of tha many Vets in the greater
miss the adventure and
drama of good military training and love that
civilian life too7 Have both with your local
mechanized grunt unit. Company A 11161
Infantry (Mechanized) Washington Army
National Guard. TRY ONE weekend a month
and 15 days next summer for ONE year with
the rank or grade you held at discharge.
TRY ONE means $1100 to $1400 plus extra
benefits. Extra bucks to help out with books,
,rent. auto. etc. Phone citizen soldier Carl E.
Lawyer at 925-2933 or stop by the Armory
next to The Rodeo iGrounds. ~-

Ellensburg area, that

YOU BELONG IN THE GUARD,
A GOOD PART-TIME JOB!
OPPORTUNITY FOR
NON VETS T00 1
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Oliver paces Cats'
Saturday night Central looked
more like the defending District
One champions, but were aided by
a poor Oregon College of Education team.
·
Led by a hot-shooting Oliver,
Central jumped out in front quick
and never looked back. After
falling behind, 2-0, the Wildcats
reeled off fifteen straight points
before OCE could contribute a foul
shot. During that span, the 6-6
Oliver showed his unstoppable
moves under the basket tossing in
eight points.
The rest of the way was all
Central. The Wildcats increased
their margin to 47-23 at the
halftime.
Central Coach Dean
Nicholson went to his bench
throughout the con.t est, shuffling
players in and out. Oliver again
paced the Wildcats with 27 points.
He was followed by 6-8 re~erve
center Steve _ Johanson who
popped in 15. Les Wyatt and
Randy Sheriff each added 11 while
Sheriff looked impressive on the
boards with 10 rebounds.
Central will travel to Oregon
this weekend battling Southern
Oregon on Friday and Oregon
Tech on Saturday. The next home
game will be Jan. 19 when the
Wildcats host Seattle Pacific College.

By RANDY KROKE

Central men's basketball team
opened Evergreen Conference action last weekend on a good note
- picking up a pair of home court
victories.
Friday night the Wildcats ·came
back after a disastorous first half
to nip \V estern Washington State
College, 68-65. Central had it a bit
easier the following night, bombing Oregon College of Education,
(OCE) 94-62.
In the Friday night battle against Western, Central failed to
get anything going- in the first half.
The Vikings worked patiently
on offense, setting the pace.
Sharp-shooting Monte Birkle
helped Western to a 14-7 lead then
on to a 40-31 halftime lead.
The Wildcats came out more
intense in the second half with a
pressing defense, causing maily
Viking turnovers. With Central
closing in 40-37, Western hit for
three points before Central went
ahead for the first time cashing in
on 13 unanswered points.
After jumping out in front by
nine, 64-55, the young Vikings
reeled off eight straight to come
back within one-, before Central
forward Dave Oliver hit on a dunk
shot and guard Dave Olzendam
scored on a lay in to ice the
contest.
'
Western was led by Birkle with
25 points. Dan Burch and Velco
Vitalich contributed 15 each for
the losers.
- Oliver paced Central with 22
Walter "Spike" Arlt, assistant
points and nine rebounds. Olzen- football coach at Central, will end
dam was the only other Wildcat in his work with the Wildcat football
double figures with 12.
program to devote full-time - to
track and field and cross country
head coaching duties.
The anl')ouncement of a change
in coaching assignments was announced by Central athletic director Adrian "Bink" Beamer.
Beamer al5o said that Abe PoffenCentral Women's basketball roth, former Wildcat head football
team split a pair of contests last coach and long-time chairman of
weekend west of the mountains.
the college's physical education
Friday night in Tacoma the department, will replace Arlt_as an
women · varsity downed Pacific assistant with the football team.
-Beamer admitted he is sorry to
Lutheran University, 61-57, with
freshman Mary Fryer leading the see Arlt leave the football program but that he feels the shift in
way with 18 points.
_
The Wildcats weren't as lucky assignments will be a boost to the
the next night out, running into a college's track t~ams.
strong University of Washington
Wildcat head football coach Tom
club. The Huskies ripped Central, Parry said Arlt's contributions to
Central football teams over the
- 72-38.
In junior varsity action, PLU past ·ten years have been "tredowned Central, 59-34 Friday and mendous." He indicated that he
on Saturday the locals lost to feels Arlt has "one of the best
football minds in the country."
Wenatchee CC, 87-74.
Parry also suggested that PefThis weekend the varsity women play host to the University of fenroth will bring considerable
Montana on Friday and Seattle experience to the job and be of
Pacific on Saturday. Both games great help to the players on and off
are scheduled for 7:30 pm. Friday the field.
Poffenroth, who coached footnight's game will 1'e preceeded by
the junior varsity women, who ball at Eastern Washington State
College before coming to Central
host Western Washington.

TOM AINSLIN GOES up for two in a game which
saw c~ntral crush OCE b_, 32 points. Teammate
D!lve Oliver stands ready for the rebound. [Photo by Mary Walla.eel

Arlt resigns to devote
full-time to .trackmen
in 1955, served as Wildcat head

coach for six years. He ended a
long term as chairman of the
college's physical education department this year.
Arlt, an outstanding hurdler
with the Washington State University Cougars as an undergraduate athlete, now will be able
to spend full-time with Wildcat
distance runners each fall and
direct the track team's late winter
preparations for each spring
season.

Women's

team split
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GRADE A MILK
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Reception is ts
at once
APPLY BETWEEN
THE HOURS OF
9A.M. - 5P .M.
601 MTN. VIEW
NEAR ENTRANCE
NO PHONE CALLS ACCEPTED
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IN THE PLAZA
'WELCOMES B-ACK Wl/\ffER QUARTER
STUDENTS WITH Tl-'E BEST PIZZA

IN TOWN.'
NOON - 1 a.m. MON THRU SAT

4 - MIDNIGH·, SUNDAY
FREE DELIVERY STARTING AT 5 p.m.

Ellensburg
_J aycees
NEED

once again we have
enough for everyone

AT JANUARY '76.

PIZZA PLACE ·

Open ....... "''" s-doy

t,_... __, ,_,,._

. . . . . . . . ..

925-9948

STUDENT SPE-CIALS

SALE!
Reg.

Now

Square Pa-ttern Jeans.
77
2200 $11
One Lot
.
$
Be/t/ess Pants $19° 0 !h price
One
.
Lot Colored T-shirts$3 88
............................

Pu 11 Over Sweaters

-20-50% off

100% Cotton Large Wh_ite Hankie

Winter Jackets

17'

20-40% off

KIDS NIGHT OUT OR FRIDAY NIGHT RELIEF .
The much talked about prograrr. for kids is now a reality. This BOC
sponsored program will begi~ Friclay Jan. 14. Children agtes 5 thru 10
will be eligible to participate from 6 to 10 am each Friday. Our goals are
pdmarily:
.
1. To provide a recreational/educational opportunity for children
2. To facilitate the opportunity for students who are parents to share
and experience some personal leisure
Pre-registration on a weekly basis will occur on a first come, first
served basis in SUB 102 beginning at 2 pm on the Tuesday of the same
week participation is desired. A fee of $1.50 will be charged per child,
per week.
A balanced nutritional snack will be prepared and served by the
children each Friday. The cost of this service is included in the fee
charged. Parents are asked not to send additional snacks with their
children. ·
Kathy Burns pictured above, finishes the 100 yard individual
medley with 108.9 sec. [Photo by Mary Wallace]

First women's swimming meet
of the season packed a neat victory
for Central against PLU, 56-54.

THE DABBLER (arts & crafts center)
11 am to 1 pm SUB 963-3626
WINTER CLASSES (sign up now)
Macrame, batik, simple loom, weaving and pottery
INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM FOR MEN & WOMEN
We are proud to announce that all leagues have been filled
CO-REC N-PAV
Co- Rec (Nicholson Pavilion) passes for staff and dependents available in
SUB
102.
THE DABBLER (arts & crafts center) 11 am to 1 pm SUB, 963-3626
WINTER CLASSES (sign up now) Macrame, batik, simple loom,
weaving and pottery
INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM FOR MEN & WOMEN We are
proud to announce that all leagues have been filled
CO-REC N-PAV
Co-Rec (Nicholson Pavillion) passes for staff and dependents available in
SUB 102.
General Use 5 pm-9:30 pm Mon-Fri 10 am-5:30 pm Sat-Sun
Swimming Pool: 8 pm-9:30 pm Tues, Wed & Thurs
Family· Use· 'i pm to 9:30 pm Fridays 1 pm to 5 pm Sat & Sun

Strokers rally to nip PLU, 56-54
Central Men's Swimming team
. picked up a big win last Friday in
Tacoma as the Wildcat swimmers
nipped Pacific Luthern University,
56-54.
Central was behind going into
the final event of the meet, with
the freestyle relay. They finished
first in that race giving the duel
win.
Jon Fobes and Eric Tracy each
picked up two wins for the
Wildcats. Fobes captured first
place in the one and three meter
diving while Trace won the 50 and
100 freestyle competition.

Gymnasts'
new bouts
Central Women's gymnastics
opens its 1977 campaign this
weekend as the Central ladies
travel to Boise State for a tri-meet.
Following that. the schedule
includes Jan.22 at Eastern Washington; Feb. 15, Spokane CC; Feb.
19, Portland State; Feb. 26 at
WSU; March 11-12-at NCWSA
·egionals, University of Montana.

In addition to the close win,
Central also posted national qualifying times in nine events.
The next meet for the men will
be this Saturday at Simon Fraser
University.

Lack of snow upsets
skiers vacation plans
"Think snow." said outgoing Ski
Club president Stu McMullen.
During the Christmas holidays
the Ski Club had planned a five
day ski-trip to Jackson Hole •.
Wyoming, but the trip had to be
cancelled because of the Jack of
snow.
"It ruined my entire vacation,"
said Linda Seike who had just
purchased some new ski equipment.
The Ski Club hopes it will snow
soon as their next planned trip is
scheduled for Schweitzer Basin,
Idaho on Jan. 29 and 30. If it does
not snow before this date ski _club
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Adeline's Cafe
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Daily Breakfast, Luncheon and
Dinner Specials!
Hours: 7-8 Mon-Thur
7-9 Friday 7-6 Saturday
9· 2 Sunday
Coming Soon - New Lounge
1

'Cider Press''

315 So. Main
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YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR
HANGING PLANTS
BLOOM ING PLANTS
DISH GARDENS
GLAZED POTTERY

The Women's Swimming team
will be in Oregon this weekend for
a pair of meets. The next home.
swim meet for the women is Jan.
21 against the University of
Washington.

CACTUS

CLAY POTS
POTTING SOIL
TRANSPLANTING

END OF 15th STREET WEST
925-3477

officials Dan Folkers and Punky
Doyle fear their club participation
and membership will begin to
decrease.
The Ski Club, which presently
has 126 members, will all be
getting together tonight at 7 pm in
the SUB burger bar for a "Snow
Dance". Alf those who wish to
attend are more t han welcome.
For those unable to attend, "Think
Snow".

Mat meet
set with
Wolves
· Topnotch small college wrestling will comp to Dalles High
S~hool Fr~day evening, Jan. 14!'
when the Central Wildcats tangle
with the Oregon College of Education (OCE) Wolves in a 7:30 pm
meet in The Dalles High School.
Wildcat Coach Eric Beardsley,
whose teams had won nine
straight Evergreen Conference
championships and two national
titles in the past 12 years, expects
the meet to be extremely close.
"OCE is one of the stronger
conference teams this year,"
Beardsley said.
The Dalles siting of the match
· provides a half-way point in travel ·
terms for the two squads and an
opportunity for fans in the area to .
see high caliber wrestling.
A tentative lineup for the Wildcats includes Keith McDonal,
Edmonds sophomore at 118
pounds; Ron Ellis, ·Ta<:oma freshman, 126; · Carl Neese, Tacoma
junior, 134; Art Green, Enumclaw
junior. 142; Kit Shaw; Sunnyside
senior and former national champion, or Jo.e Sanford, Port Orchard
junior, 150; Bill Linthicum, Bellevue junior, 158; Tom Johnson,
Belfair sophomore, or Pat Kelly,
Indiana sophomore, 167; George
Paulus, Wenatchee senior, 190,
~nd Mike Wilson, Selah sophomore, heavyweight.
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SUMMER JOBS WITH
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
The application deadline to be
considered for a summer job in the
federal government is Jan. 13.
The information b'ooklet aild application form is available at the
Career Planning & Placement
Center. The examination will be
given in February.
APARTMENT MANAGERS

REGISTRAR CLOSED
The Registrar's Office is planning to close from 8 to 9 all! each
first and third Monday of every
month for staff meetings.
LAW AND JUSTICE CLUB
The Law and Justice Club will
have a meeting Jan. 20 from 7 to
10 pm in Instructional Building
room 401. · Everyone interested
may attend.

Applications are now being
taken for apartment managers
B.A. DEGREES
Pick up
spring quarter 1977.
applications at the Housing Office,
B.A. degree applications are
Barge 206. Applications will be now being accepted in the Regiaccepfed until Jan. 31, 1977.
strar's Office for Winter Quarter
1977 graduation. The deadline for
PHI KAPPA PHI
all applications is January 14,
The Central chapter of the Phi 1977.
Kappa Phi Honor Society will
meet in the lounge of the L&L
CAREERS WITH FEDERAL
building at 7:30 pm on Tuesday,
GOVERNMENT
Jan. 18. All chapter members are
invited to attend. The chapter will FEDERAL .CAREER'S DAY will
discuss activities for the present be held at the Career Planning &
year also include selection and Placement Center on Jan. 26. Ten
or more federal agencies are
initiation of new members.
expected to participate. This will
be open to all students on a drop-in
SKI CLUB MEETING
basis, or individual interviews will
Ski Club meeting will be held be scheduled in advance. Watch
tonight at 7 pm in the SUB burger for further information in next
week's Crier.
bar.

Clubs may sponsor
with ASC for funds
Club funding, after being nonexistant for several years, was
reformulated last quarter by the
Board of Control (BOC).
The
funding proposal allows recognized clubs to co-sponser activities
and events with the ASC.
The ASC provides most of the
funds necessary to put on club
events and activities as well as the
assistance necessary to bring in
desired outside entertainment.
The clubs are allowed to receive
the net profit from the · cosponsored event. Since only $4000
is available for the ASC program,
the BOC has taken it upon itself to
act as the governing Board which
decides what events should be
approved for co-sponsorship.
According to members of the
BOC, they try to approve events
which have the most potential for
<returning money back into the
club funding program.
Byran Akita, president of the
Asian Student Union said, "The
program helps to make students
aware of the different clubs on
campus while also helping them to
make the money necessary to
~arry on _t~eir daily business."
Akita wouid like to see the
program repeated next year with
a bigger operational budget.
Some of the club events co:spon-

Don Clemdn
925-4175
Al Stevens
925-4176

sored with ASC are: a ski bus to
Mission Ridge and Hyak, a dance
featuring Epicenter this Friday
and a rodeo to take place this
spring. Further information on
club funding is available in the
ASC office, 963-1691.

BOT meets
Central's Board of Trustees will
meet tomorrow for a special
evening session with the committee responsible for conducting
the search for presidential candidates.
Earlier in the day the Board will
consider administrative reassignments, faculty reappointments and
requests for professional leaves.
It will also receive a draft of a new
statement of Central's aims.
The board will hear two reports
from a series of updates on
academic departments and programs. It will also study special
education and law and justice
program offerings.
The meetings will start at 1 pm
in SUB 204 and will be open to the
public at 7:30 pm. Board members
are planning a_special 6 pm dinner
meeting.

Applications for financial aid for
1977-78 are available in the Office
of Financial Counseling and Financial Aid, 209 Barge Hall. Students
who are applying for financial aid
at Central for the 1977-78 school
year must complete the confidential statement and the Central
application form. Deadline - date
for submission is March l, 1977.
Late applications will be accepted,
but awards to late applicants will
depend solely on availability of
funds after awards have been
made to "on time" applicants.
Undergraduate students are also
required to complete BEOG application forms.

BEOG APPLICATIONS 1977-78

Australia will be interviewing at
the University of Washington on
Feb. 23 and 24.
Presently,
Australia is recruiting Speech
Patholgists at the MA level,
Business Education, Home Economics, Industrial Education, Music, Physical Education and Librarians at the secondary level.
Anyone interested in interviewing with an Australia representative should contact the Central
Placement Center immediately for
specific inst ructions. (Barge 105
or telephone 963-1921.)
SUMMER NDSL LOAN
APPLICATIONS
Applications for summer quarter National Direct Student Loans
may be picked up from March 10,
19.77 to April 22, 1977, in the Office
of Financial Counseling and Financial Aid, Parge 209. To qualify for
a loan, applicants must have been
enrolled spring quarter 1977, at
Central. The deadline for submission of the aid applications to
the Office_ ~f Financial Aid is April
29, 1977.

Applications for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant will be
available Jan. 17, 1977, in the
Office of Financial Counseling and
Financial Aid for the 1977-78
school year. All undergraduate
students are eligible to apply.
All undergraduate students applying for other types of financial aid
are required to submit a BEOG
application.
All notification of
PHYSICAL THERAPY
BEOG eligibility must be sent to
the Office of Financial Aid
Kerry Frey, director of physical
whether it indicates eligible or .therapy at EWSC, will be on
1nellgil:ile. Awards of financial aid campus to talk to all prospective
will not be made to undergraduate physical therapy students at 11 am
students until the Financial Aid and again at 1 pm Jan. 24 in Dean
Office has the Basic Educational
243.
Opportunity Student Eligibility
Report.

There is an opening on the
cheerleading staff for the remainder of the basketball season.
Eligibility needed is a fall quarter
grade point of 2.0 with no incompletes.
Tryouts.will be held on Jan. 17
at 3 pm in Nicholson Pavilion 203.
Come prepared to do two different cheers and one minute dance
routine to any popular tune. A
record player will be provided.
For more information contact
the physical education department, Nicholson Pavilion.

.

COllegeMaster~

There is still time to sign-up for
classes in "The Dabbler" arts and
crafts room. Beginning Jan. 17 are
classes in batik and macrame.
For information on all classes and
mini-workshops in feather jewelry, ceramic beads and weed
arranging, call 963-3626 between
11 am-1 pm daily.

January ~/earance items

Downtown 4 & Main 962-2312

~

i111:~,;:1~ i ~'i:!i:! !:1 i

hair designers

~ ~ ;\ Welcomes. students back again[j~~~l
•
.
.
m
~l l ~ with terrific cuts for both men ~l l;l

~' Rick Sasaki
925-2765
Rod Mitchell
925-9292

~!

I
~~

and women
We also give instruction on
proper use of hair blowers

~

the~

and-~~~l~

I the proper hair care techniques!

..
r

DABBLER CLASSES

CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS

1~~~

:.1

Applications for Option B; PreAutumn (Sept. Experience); Option C; Entry Phase and Student
Teaching for Fall "77", Winter
"78" and Spring "78" will be
available in Black 217, Office of
Clinical Studies. All applications
will be available starting Jan. 17,
1977.
Due dates for these applications
are as follows: ·
Pre-Autumn & Option "B" March 18, 1977.
Fall Student Teaching & Fall
Option "C" - April 15, 1977.
Winter Student Teaching &
Winter Option "C" - Oct. 15, 1977.
Spring Student Teaching &
Spring Option "C" - Jan. 15, 19 ~.

2 for the price of one

~~;~;

.

ATTENTION: EDUCATION
STUDENTS

TOGGS

Those students interested in
being placed on a college work
study job (part-time or full-time)
for the summer may place their
names on a sign-up roster in the
Office of Student Employment,
Barge 101, between March 10th
and April 22nd. An information
sheet will be available explaining
eligibility, process for applying,
etc.

in your area:
~:~

Financial aid checks are currently being disbursed in the Cashier's
Office, 2nd floor, Mitchell Hall.
Checks not claimed by Jan. 28,
1977, will be cancelled.

MILLS

SUMMER COLLEGE WORK
·STUDY EMPLO}'MENT

''e~1r after year~ semester
Iatter semester~ the
Collq~eMastcr· from
Fidelity Union Life has
been tile most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all O\'er America.

Find out why.
Call the CollegeMaster~
Field Associate

FINANCIAL AID CHECKS WINTER QUARTER

AUSTRALIA INTERVIEWS

1977-78 FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS

.

~~~;~

~ l~ .

i·'···

'

.

.

;~~~~

PJ s ha1r des 1gners lllll
Call for an
appointment

We know how to
care for your hai-r!

;~;~~

~~~~
962 2550
-corner of -3rd & Sampson ...

11~
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AD PRICES EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13, 14:,& 15

OPEN
24
HOURS .

A.'Albertsons
0th
l

AVAILABllln

RAIN CHECK

Each of these advertised
items is required to be readily
available for sale at or below
the advertised price in each
Albertson's store. except as
specifically noted in this ad

We stme to have on hand
sufficient stock of ai:lve~1sec
merchandise If for any reason we are out o' stock a
RAIN CHECK will be issued
enabling you to buy the item
at the advertised price as
soon as 1t becomes available·~

ANNIVERSARY SALE
11" sausage

PEPSI

TONY'S
PIZZA

6pk. l 2oz. Bottles
Plus Dep

SAVE 60¢

hamburger
or
pepperoni
Save 40'

Free Sample Fri & Sat

14 & 15

Free Sample Fri & Sat 14& 15

--·-···-···--------·-----------~------~-------~------~------·-··--··-··-·--···t--······------------------·-·-··············--·--------------·····-----·--·--1
I

I
I
I

GOLDEN DEL APPLES

. I
I
I
I
I
I

..

Save 36¢

41bs.

$1

BANQUET DINNERS
-11 oz. Beef, Chicken,

or Turkey

Save

1. Q¢

ea.

-************************************************************H----·
. . ": ---.-.. ----:" .. -.. -·.:- ------------·-------------------....... ----------------- ----······· ------------- ----·~·~·· ···-...... ···--··------------· ------------Albertsons Supreme
~= CAKE DONUTS
11~~~·1,;:
--j·~

Cash

• •

I

'-l

12 for $1

20

without coupon

,

Limit Rights

for -

$ 100

with coupon

. coupon good Jan

*

I
I
I

I

.I

,·

I

:.:

13,14,&15~ij

- - - -- - - -- - - --- .. - - - - - -- --- - ---·- - .. - - - -·=·':;"'~ . ~. - •• - • ·:;-;,;;. - - -- - - - -- - - - • - • - - - --- - - -- - -

..-

Full Cut Bone In

:

ROUND STEAKS

'

** ******************************* ............ :

$10,000.00
SWEEPSTAKES
OVER TWENTY WINNERS
EVERY ISSUE! EACH PIZZA MIA
ORDER IS A SWEEPSTAKES -ENTRY!
NEXT WEEK WE'LL HAVE 50
WINNING NUMB·ERS!

TOO FER

-·ru ESDA y

fl)]ch order slip will include o Pizza Mio Sweepstakes number.
Every number will be different.
.This Sweepstakes number is your personalized key to at least
fifteen ( 151 CASH prizes and over three thousand 13,0001 food
prizes! Worth over$ l 0,000.

A minimum of twenty 1201 winning numbers will appear in the
Campus Crier each issue. These numbers ore drown from the pre·
vious week's orders and entries.
Prizes consist of $100.00, $50.00, $25.00, all size pizzas and all
size grinders.
If all numerals. of o published winning Sweepstakes number
exactly match your personal number from the order slip, you ore
o winner of a prize.
Here is how you claim your Sweepstakes prize: Bring your order
slip to Pizza Mio to be confirmed. Draw from the Sweepstakes bowl
and redeem your prize.

If unable to claim in person, send your winning order slip to Pizzo
Mio, 80 I Euclid Woy, Ellensburg, Washington 98926. Be svre to
include your name and full moiling address so that your Sweepstakes prize may be moiled to you w ithout delay.
No purchase nece~sory to participate. Anyone wishing .to po~ti
cipote may send o self-addressed, stamped envelope to Piz~o Mio.
A personal number wi11 be sent to that person .~Y r~turn m_od without charge. Deadline for .. number request~. will .be five days
prior to upcoming issue series so that porttc1pant rs .reasonably
sure · of receiving his number in time for the new series starting.
limit one free number per family.
Winning numbers will be posted at Pizz~ Mio following each issue
publication.
•
All Sweepstakes winning numbers
be automatically forfeited.

not claimed by ten days will

'!he f>izza Mia shall not be responsible for claims or requosts for
numbers which do not arrive on time at proper d~signation_; nor
shall it be responsible for typographical errors which may mod·
vertently appear.

During the week c9//ect your Pizza Mia
roofers while· drinking your beverage.

2 Sch-o oners for the price of 1

a

5 p.m.

: Employees of Pizzo Mio and their immediate families are e_xcluded
-from participation in this contest.

2 a.m. with a Toofer!

